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SUMMARY 
The main goal of this study is to demonstrate the role of the Holy Spirit in 
building up Church unity, based on the exegesis of I Corinthians. The current theme 
is urgent; however, little attention has been paid to it in research literature. 
We have noted that it is not human wisdom but the Holy Spirit who is the key 
to our faith, salvation, and understanding of divine mysteries. The Holy Spirit along 
with Christ brings forward the building of the Church and guides it. One Spirit is the 
foundation for Church unity. The Holy Spirit administers spiritual gifts according to 
His will and establishes their orderly operation. Seeking the guidance of the Spirit, 
trusting and obeying Him brings unity, whereas following different authorities, 
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I. Introduction 
Before going into the task it is necessary to give a short explanation of the biblical 
terms used in the title. 
"Holy Spirit" means the third person of the Trinity, in union with God the Father 
and God the Son (Jesus Christ). A special focus in this work is on His activity in the 
church, bestowing spiritual gifts on the believers. "Unity" in this work concerns to the 
members of the church and tells about their solidarity, indivisibility and mutual 
understanding. To speak about the unity of the church means the absence of divisions 
within her. 
I.I. Relevance of the topic 
The Holy Spirit and the Church are significant topics in the New Testament This is 
not surprising at all since the role of the third person of the Deity in the creation of the 
Church and the life of every individual believer is indisputable. 
John, the Evangelist, speaks much about the Holy Spirit The Holy Spirit is the One 
who gives new life (Jn. 3:3-6). He is the source oflife (7:37-39). Chapters 14-16 
describe Him as a Counselor (14:16-17), an Instructor (14:26; 16:13 and 20:22-23), and 
an Evangelist (15:26-27; 16:8-10). 
The Book of Acts pictures the Holy Spirit as the One who leads to salvation (1 :5; 
2:38), endues for ministry (1 :8; 4:31, etc.), guides the lives of believers (8:29; 10:19; 
13 :2; 16:7; etc.) and encourages them (9:31 ). 
Paul gives a manifold presentation of the Holy Spirit as a person and describes the 
Spirit's creative role in the making of the Church. In Rom. 8:15-16, He is described as a 
necessary mediator between the children of God and their Heavenly Father, the One who 
produces assurance of salvation. Later on, He is made known as an Intercessor 
compensating for our deficiency (8:27). In the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, the 
Holy Spirit in.structs believers (2 Cor. l :17-22), sets them free from the slavery of sin 
(3: 16-18), and is ready to dwell among the people of God ceaselessly (13: 13). The 
apostle also speaks about the Holy Spirit in his other epistles. 
This topic is being discussed in-depth in the First Epistle to the Corinthians. The 
author touches on such significant areas of the ministry of the Holy Spirit as: 
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His part in producing faith (2: 1-5), justification and sanctification of believers 
(6:11), and their spiritual growth (2:6-16). 
His dwelling in the heart of a believer (3: 16-17; 6:19). 
His instructions concerning lives of believers (12:1-3). 
Endowment with gifts of the Spirit and administration of these gifts (12:4-11, 
14-30). 
His part in the formation of the Body of Christ (12:12-13). 
His role in building up Church Unity. 
Undoubtedly, the theme of church unity also plays a significant role in the Holy 
Scriptures. Jesus Christ as a High Priest prays to the Heavenly Father about unity of the 
apostles and all believers (Jn.17:11-12, 21 ). He warns His disciples concerning Satan's 
intentions to sow seeds of dissension among them (Lk. 22:31). 
The apostles have frequently touched on that theme, too. James, with a burdened 
heart, talks about quarrels and fights among the first Christians (Jas. 4:1-3). Peter 
foresees destruction because of false teaching (2 Peter 2: 1-3). John speaks of divisions 
caused by lack of brotherly love (1 Jn. 3: 10-15) and pride of one of the church leaders (3 
Jn. 9). Paul deals with the theme of unity in his epistles to the churches in Corinth (1 
Cor. 1-4, 11-14) and Galatia (1 :7; 5:12). 
Often the theme of unity is discussed in the works and epistles of Church Fathers. 
Ignatius of Antioch, Clement of Rome, in particular, and some others have treated the 
topic (Posnov 1964:162; Lukyanov 2000:8-12). 
We have no need to prove the fact that the theme of unity is still urgent nowadays. 
Millard l Erickson as he exposes the theme writes the following: 
A topic which has come up for discussion at various periods in history is the unity 
of the church. The definition of church and the degree of urgency in the discussion 
have varied throughout the centuries. At times church unity has been a subject of 
considerable controversy. In the twentieth century, disagreements over the nature 
of church unity have, ironically, caused a great deal of disunity. Yet, the topic is 
such that it cannot be avoided (1985:1129-1130). 
There exist numerous books and articles dedicated to the person of the Holy Spirit, His 
ministry, building up of the Church and every individual believer. There have been 
many commentaries written on the books of the Bible that have discussed to a certain 
extent questions related to the given topic. The overwhelming majority of researchers 
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discussing the themes of Church and Pneumatology talk about gifts, fruits and ministries 
(among them Weiss, B., Stagg, F., Ridderbos, H, Morris, L). Many of them touch such 
themes as baptism in the Holy Spirit, dwelling in the Holy Spirit, and oppositely, 
indwelling of the Holy Spirit in the believers, filling with the Holy Spirit (Pate, C.M., 
Ryrie, C.C.). Many researches mention the role of the Holy Spirit in sanctification, 
liberty, guidance of believers (Guthrie, D., Pache, R.). Many works speak about the 
unity in the Body of Christ, but very few say something about the role of the Holy Spirit 
in the creation of the Church's unity (Pache, R.). Few include the spiritual use of the 
gifts in the discussion (Dunn, JD.G, Ellis, E.E.). 1 Less is said on how the believers 
while realizing their destination and status and comprehensively understanding the role 
of the Holy Spirit in their lives, can reach unity. Therefore, this topic seems to be 
relevant and acute. 
1.2. The aims of the present research: 
I. To identify the objective reasons for Church unity and the role of the Holy Spirit 
in this process in the context of I Corinthians. 
2. To determine how a subjective factor (Christian behaviour) may contribute to the 
creation of unity. 
3. To focus on certain questions which do not receive unanimous interpretation to 
the present day (in terms of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit). 2 
1.3. Limitations and assumptions 
It is important to note here that all three members of the Trinity play an important 
role in attaining church unity, and Jesus Christ as the Lord and Head of the Church, in 
particular. Scripture speaks much on this subject. The topic is extensive and we will not 
be able to treat all aspects ofit. We will discuss the constructive role of the Holy Spirit 
1 Many researchers in the sphere ofBiblical and Systematic Theology avoid this theme. 
If someone still touches upon it, he/she does it very briefly and often not very clearly 
(Pache 1995:112-114). 
2 
"The most serious divisions a church can have are those involving doctrine" 
(MacArthur 1984:27). 
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in reaching church unity in the context of 1 Corinthians. In this epistle, the theme of 
unity has a central place. Paul touches on the topic in chapters 1-4, 11-14 3 The role of 
the Holy Spirit in creating Church unity is clearly shown in this particular book of the 
Bible. 
The present paper, due to limitations, is not able to encompass such themes as 
new birth and sanctification of a Christian, which, undoubtedly, are related to the theme 
of the unity in the Church. 4 
1.4. Research methodology 
The study is based on an exegetical analysis; therefore, the integral parts of the paper 
are:
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(1) Introduction to the epistle (including a search for the historical and cultural 
context) 
(2) Identification of passages for exegesis 
(3) Grammar, syntax, and structural analysis 
( 4) Study ofliterary features 
(5) Biblical and theological analysis 
(6) Synthesis (summary) 
(7) Application 
The analysis of available research in Bible theology and dogmatics as well as in 
the exegesis of 1 Corinthians is an important constituent of the paper. We have used 
researched monographs, articles, and journals pertaining to the given topic. 
3 It covers half of the epistle, approximately. 
4 Paul also touches on these themes in 1 Corinthians. 
5 In this research the English Bible text is taken from the King James Version, 
the Greek text is taken from the UBS4 -NA27 Greek New Testament. Quotes from 
research published in the Russian language are given in the translation of the author of 
the paper. 
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2. Introduction to the First Epistle to the Corinthians 
2.1. The author and the recipients of the Epistle 
This epistle is considered to be one of the major epistles in the New Testament. 
The epistle itself, the Apostolic Fathers7, Marcion (Metzger 1998:93-94), and the 
Muratorian canon testify that the Apostle Paul is the author of the epistle. Even such 
contemporary scholars, followers of the historical-critical analysis, as Schmithals, 
Godspeed, Schenke, who doubted Pauline authorship in a number of cases, ascribe this 
particular epistle to the pen of the apostle to the Gentiles. 8 
Moreover, these researchers as well as other scholars consider 1 Corinthians to 
belong to the "ancient corpus" of Pauline epistles9. 
Sosthenes, most probably the chief ruler of the synagogue who believed after the 
apostle's preaching in Corinth, was Paul's co-author in writing I Corinthians (Acts 
18:17). The epistle is addressed to the Church in Corinth and to all believers in general 
(1 Cor. l: 1-2). 
2.2. Paul's correspondence and communication with the Corinthians 
The contemporary reader is aware of two Pauline epistles to the Corinthians. 
Nonetheless, the epistles themselves make clear that Paul sent at least two other letters to 
believers in the port city of Corinth. 
The chronology of Paul's correspondence with the church in Corinth can be 
reconstructed as follows. 
The letter known as the First Epistle to the Corinthians had a predecessor, called 
the "previous" epistle. In the earlier epistle, Paul urged the church not to associate with a 
6 Paul introduces himself as he addresses his readers. 
7 These are Clement of Rome, Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp of Smyrna, Theophilus of 
Antioch, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Eusebius ofCaesarea, Tertullian, and 
Augustine. (Metzger 1998:43,49,93-94,119,135,142 Geisler & Nix 1986:289-292). 
8 Nevertheless, some find integrity problems in 1 Corinthians as well (Guthrie 1996:349-
353). 
9 Kurt Aland bases his view on textual research (Metzger 1998 :254). 
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person who, calling himself a believer, remains in sin, in particular the sin of 
immorality. That letter was misunderstood. The Corinthians thought that Paul made 
them dissociate from all sinners. 
Having learned that the "previous epistle" was misunderstood and that, as 
members of Chloe's household reported, the church suffered divisions, Paul wrote 
another letter known as the First Epistle to the Corinthians. In the same letter, Paul 
answers some questions that Corinthians had asked in their response to him (1 Cor. 7: 1 ). 
He might have also received questions from Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus 
(16: 17)10. Some instructions to the church Paul communicated through Timothy, who 
went to Macedonia with Erastus before 1 Corinthians had been written and sent and 
must have gone down to Corinth. 
The third epistle to Corinth, known as "sorrowful" (2 Cor. 2:4), Paul wrote upon 
his arrival to Ephesus from Corinth, which he visited after he had received bad news 
(Marsh 1969:374)n That visit appeared to be briefand hurtful for both the apostle and 
some people in the church (2: 1-3 ). Most probably, Titus was commissioned to deliver 
that letter and Paul expected to receive a reply through him (2:13; 7:6). Since Paul 
desired to learn about the Corinthians' reaction to that letter as soon as possible, he went 
out to meet his co-worker with "no rest in his spirit". Having not found him in Troas, he 
moved on to Macedonia. 
The fourth letter known as the Second Epistle to Corinthians was written in 
Macedonia after Paul had met with Titus and received joyful news concerning a proper 
impact the "sorrowful epistle" had made in Corinth and the repentance that followed (7: 
6-8).12 
10 Some scholars, e.g. Weiss and Hering, believe that an unknown editor compiled the 
First Epistle to the Corinthians from different letters. They refer to an abrupt subject 
shift (Guthrie 1990:453-454). It is hard to conform to this point of view since the 
Pauline epistle is not a treatise but rather a letter, in which the apostle, probably not at 
once, answers different questions. Fee (1987:15-16) produces a strong argument 
defending the integrity of the epistle. Kistemaker underlines that a sudden subject 
change is typical of Paul (Kistemaker 1993 :24-25). 
11 It is worthy to note that the Book of Acts says nothing about this visit. Some treated 
this as an excuse in order to deny it altogether. We will deal with this subject later on. 
12 Bornkamm, Schmithals, and Dean (Guthrie 1990:454-455) also believe that 2 
Corinthians was compiled by an unknown editor. Their point of view is not convincing 
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After receiving encouraging news form Titus, Paul set out for Corinth where he 
spent the winter and then returned to Jerusalem via Macedonia bringing collections for 
impoverished Christians. 
Before we move on to a detailed study of the First and the Second Epistles to 
Corinthians, it is necessary to discuss the letters that did not reach the contemporary 
reader and Paul's visit to Corinth omitted in the Book of Acts. 
2.2.1. The "Previous Epistle" 
We are not aware of the full content of the letter. However, some information can 
be extracted from 1 Cor. 5:9-13 (we have mentioned this subject above). 
Some scholars consider a passage from 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1 to be a part of the 
"previous epistle" that was accidentally inserted in the body of the Second Epistle-" 
They set forth a number of arguments. First, they believe that the given passage breaks a 
logical flow of narration. Second, a phrase "you also enlarged" (6:13) goes together well 
with "receive us" (7:2). Third, the given passage could have been a text related to 1 Cor. 
5:9-13, which was misunderstood in Corinth. A number of scholars suppose that even 
though 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1 barely fits into the context, yet it is not borrowed from any other 
letter, but rather belongs to the second epistle. They argue that this particular passage is 
not the only example ofa sudden interruption of thought flow in Pauline epistles. 14 
(see reference to 1 Corinthians and information concerning the" previous" and the 
"sorrowful" letters). Tissen and Kistemaker refuse arguments disputing integrity of2 
Corinthians (Tissen 1943 :209-21 O; Kistemaker 1997: 10-15). 
Though the integrity of the Second Epistle to Corinthians is being much discussed, the 
majority of scholars attribute "various sections" of the epistle to apostle Paul (Carson, 
Moo, & Morris 1992:262). 
13 Other scholars consider the given passage to be an insertion from one of the Qumran 
scrolls since the language of the passage is close to the language of the scroll and the 
theology of the passage comes close to the Essene thought in dualism, opposition to 
idols, the concept of the temple of God, and separation from impurity (Guthrie 
1990:439). 
It is hard to accept that this passage was inserted from another letter; consequently a 
question arises, "Why was this passage inserted just after 6: 13 and why is it unrelated to 
the context?" 
14 Guthrie writes (1990:438), "Such unexpected digression would be unpardonable in a 
treatise but is not altogether improbable in a letter. If the epistle was composed at several 
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On our opinion 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1 fits well into the context of the epistle. Paul talks 
about hardships of following Christ but he also describes blessings that are worthwhile 
enough to leave the past life behind and walk after the Savior. Christ died for all "that 
they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him which died for 
them, and rose again" (5:15). 
A number ofscholars15 assume that the "previous letter" records Paul's changed 
views after the apostolic council and decree (Acts 15:29). Nonetheless, such suggestions 
are not substantiated well enough. 
2.2.2. The "Painful Visit" 
Paul describes his visit in the second epistle to Corinthians (2: 1-5; 12:14; 13:1-
2).16 Most probably, he paid his visit to Corinth between the time of writing two of these 
epistles.17 There are some other views concerning this trip. Some scholars go as far as to 
deny the occurrence of the visit (Guthrie 1990:340). They base it on the Book of Acts 
that says nothing about the visit. They interpret the passages mentioned above in a 
different way: Paul intended to visit Corinth but never did so, because he did not want to 
upset believers in the city and it was too painful for him. We find it hard to accept this 
notion. Verses 2:1, 12:14 and 13: 1-2 speak against it. 
Other scholars allow for the "painful visit"; however, they believe that it happened 
before 1 Corinthians. It is also hard to agree with. We doubt that Paul, who said nothing 
concerning his "painful visit" in the first letter, suddenly recalled it while writing the 
second one. 
sittings, it might well be that Paul paused for a while after 6: 13, and upon resuming the 
letter dwells on the problems of the Christian's relationship with unbelievers before 
continuing where he had left off' 
15 Hurd (Fee 1987:13) holds to this point of view. Fee (1987:13-15) and Barrett (1971:8) 
oppose it. 
16 Apparently, this visit could not be the first visit of Paul to Corinth as he planted the 
church there at due time. 
17 The First Epistle is very clear concerning the opposition to Paul in Corinth (Fee 
1987:11). 
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2.2.3. The "Sorrowful Letter" 
This letter was composed after 1 Corinthians and the "painful visit" (2:1-5; 12:14; 
13 :1-2) and was most likely lost. Nevertheless, there exist other points of view. 
Some18 insist that the First Epistle was the "sorrowful" letter. Thus, a sinner in 1 
Cor. 5 is identified with a person in 2 Cor. 2. This seems unlikely since the mood of 1 
Corinthians as a book is not sorrowful except for chapters 5 and 6. Moreover, 1 Cor. 5 
talks about a person who committed sin against his own body (6: 18) and the church, 
whereas 2 Cor. 2 speaks about a person who rather sinned against the apostle himself. 19 
Others, such as Hausrath and Kennedy (Guthrie 1990:444), think that a major 
portion of the "sorrowful" letter was lost and a compiler added a small, preserved 
passage to the Second Epistle (2 Cor. 10-13). They set forth the following arguments: 
(1) a sudden change of tone in 2 Cor. 10-13; (2) verses 10:6, 13 :2, 13 :I 0 must precede 
2:9; I :23 and 2:3 accordingly, since one might suggest that Paul talks about one visit 
only; (3) verses 3:1 and 5:12 compared with 2 Cor. 10-13 prompt the idea that2 Cor. 1-9 
and 2 Cor. 10-13 should have interchanged places. 
These arguments are hard to accept. First, the change of tone while shifting from 
chapters 1-9 to I 0-13 is quite natural. In the beginning, Paul expresses joy and relief 
concerning the repentance of the firebrand and the community ( ch.1-7). Then he touches 
on the subject of collections (ch.8-9). Finally, (ch.10-13) he dismisses all accusations 
against him (voiced possibly during Titus' visit) Second, there is more logic in 
arranging verses the way they are: 2:9, 2:3, 1:23 go before 10:6, 13:10, and 13 :2. The 
first two passages refer to the "sorrowful letter" that was lost later, the third one explains 
why Paul did not see the Corinthians in person after his "painful visit" in order to restore 
his relationship with the church but rather sent Titus there (2:3). The last three verses 
(10:6, 13:10, 13:2) communicate Paul's intention to visit the port city in future 
Moreover, it is impossible to rearrange 8:6, 16-24 and 12:18 since the former verses 
18 Such researchers as Alford, Bernard, Denney, Meyer, Weiss, and Zahn (Guthrie 
1990:444). 
19 It seems that it was a person who opposed the apostle and upset him during his 
enforced visit to Corinth (the "painful visit"). 
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speak about an upcoming Titus' mission in Corinth and the latter demonstrate the 
completion of the mission. Apparently, chapters 10-13 should follow chapters l-9w 
Third, verses 3:1and5:12, would really have been understood better being placed 
after chapters 10-13, but only in the case of absence of 1:11-12. 
2.3. Time and place of writing 
The church of Corinth was planted around the time when Gallio21 assumed the 
office of proconsul in Achaia (Acts 18:2). According to some sources it happened either 
on July 1, 51 AD. or July 1, 52 AD.22 Therefore, Paul's first visit to Corinth took place 
in 51/52 AD. There he spent a year and six months (Acts 18:11) and then about three 
years in Asia (20:31 ). 1 Corinthians was written at the end of his time in Ephesus, 
around Easter time (1 Cor. 5:7-8; 16:8). Thus, the approximate date of writing is spring 
56/57 AD.23 The time of writing of2 Corinthians is determined by comparing 1 Cor. 
16:1,8; 2 Cor. 8:6,1 O; and 9:2 with Acts 20. Additionally, the date of writing depends on 
the interpretation of Paul's phrase "a year ago'', a period that separated the first epistle 
from the second one. 
Some consider this period to be a segment oftime between the writing of I 
Corinthians in the previous year and composition of 2 Corinthians in the following 
year. 24 Others believe that the interval between two epistles should be one year at least. 
Such notion is based on the conviction that Paul could hardly complete the ministry 
2
° Carson, Moo & Morris (1992: 268-269) provide similar arguments. 
Semler's 18-century theory suggesting that chapters 10-13 are Paul's next epistle might 
turn out to be true after all (Guthrie 1990:342). 
21 Gallio, a brother to Seneca, a politician and a Stoic philosopher (Rieneker & Meyer 
1994184). 
22 It depends on the interpretation of the date inscribed in Delphi. Some hold to the first 
date (Carson, Moo & Morris 1992:282), others prefer the second date (Harrop 1996:73-
74). 
23 There exist other points of view: Carson, Moo & Morris (1992:284) and Boor 
(1989:12) refer to 55 AD., Lowery cites 54/55 AD. 
24 A New Year in Macedonia began on September 21, very close to the Jewish one 
(Guthrie 1990:458). 
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described in the Book of Acts. The second opinion is a mere assumption, which has not 
been proved. 25 lfwe agree to the first interpretation, the time and the approximate date 
of writing of2 Corinthians is November or December 57 AD 26 
2.4. Historical background 
2.4.1. Institution of the Church in Corinth 
Paul planted the church in Corinth during his second missionary journey and a 18-
months stay in the city. Apostle Paul came to Corinth from Athens. There he found a 
Jew named Aquila and his wife Priscilla who departed from Rome upon Caesar's 
Claudius command. 27 The couple provided shelter and work for him. 
In this port city, Paul, preaching in the synagogue, tried to persuade the Jews in the 
messianic mission of Jesus. They rejected Paul's testimony and abused him, so he went 
to the Gentiles, many of whom believed and were baptized (Acts 18:8).28 
2.4.2. The City of Corinth 
The Romans destructed ancient Corinth in 146 B.C. as they conquered Greece. 
Corinth in Paul's time was a city restored after Julius Caesar's decree issued in 44 B.C. 
(Boor 1989:5). 
25 Paul was a fust traveler. He traveled from Philippi to Jerusalem with a few lengthy 
stops for 40 days. It took him five days only to get to Troas from Philippi. Some visits 
were rather short. 
26 This date is determined as follows: the Pentecost (early April 58 AD., Paul planned to 
spend it in Jerusalem) minus a trip to Philippi with a few stop-overs, minus Easter and 
the days of unleavened bread (Acts 20:6), minus three months in Greece (Acts 20:3), 
minus the period of time from the writing of this Epistle. 
27 Tenney states that according to Suetonius the Jews were expelled from Rome under 
Claudius because of some riots that had taken place "at the instigation of one Chrestus". 
It is uncertain whether he was referring to a disturbance among the Jews occasioned by 
persecutions for Christ, or whether Chrestus was the actual name of some insurgent It is 
not clear whether Aquila and Priscilla had followed Christ before their arrival to Corinth 
or believed after Paul's preaching (Tenney 1961:8). 
28 The Book of Acts names Cris pus, the chief ruler of the synagogue, and his household 
as well as the synagogue rulers Justus and Sosthenes. 
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The city is located on a narrow isthmus called Diolkos, which is only seven 
kilometers long and connects northern and southern Greece. In the northwest of the 
isthmus by the Corinthian Gulf there was a northern harbor Lechaeum, in the southwest 
there was a southern harbor - Cenchrea, which was located by the Saronic Gulf (Boor 
(1989:5) calls it Aegean). Ships from western Mediterranean sailed to the northern 
harbor whereas ships coming from Asia Minor, Palestine, and Egypt used the southern 
one. If a ship was small enough, it was dragged across Diolkos to another gulf In case it 
was too large, the cargo was disembarked and carried by porters across the isthmus to 
another ship. Mariners preferred a voyage across Diolkos to a course round Cape Malea, 
the extreme southern tip of Greece, which was known as "dangerous".29 
Due to its convenient location Corinth became an important trading place, a large 
port city that later became the capital of Achaia (Guthrie 1990:432). 
Although surpassed in culture by Athens, it was nevertheless proud of its political 
status and mental acuteness. It had never been as famed as Athens for its 
contribution to the arts or philosophy, but it had acquired notoriety for vice and 
licentiousness in the past. Its name had bet:ome a byword for profligacy (Guthrie 
1990:432). 
"The very word KORINTHIAZESTHAI, to live like a Corinthian, had become a 
part of the Greek language, and meant to live with drunken and immoral debauchery" 
(Barclay 1977:2). In Corinth, the temple of Aphrodite stood at Acropolis, around which 
in small houses twined with roses lived thousands of priestesses of the goddess who sold 
themselves to every visitor (Boor 1989:6). 
The population of Corinth was very mixed. It consisted ofrich upper classes, 
merchants, emancipated slaves (retired Roman soldiers), slaves, and lower social classes 
(Boor 1989:6; Guthrie 1990:432; Barclay 1977:4; 1 Cor. 7:20-24). The latter were much 
despised by the former (Carson, Moo & Morris 1992:263). 
The religious life in Corinth was also rather diverse. Parts of the city inhabitants 
were adherents of the state religion based on polytheism, on the cult of gods of 
Olympus. Others sought spiritual satisfaction in philosophy. Some searched for truth in 
mystical cults and rituals, others were attracted by oriental cults, the Egyptian cults in 
29 Barclay notes: "The Greeks had two sayings which showed what they thought of it -
"Let him who sails round Mal ea forget his home", and "Let him who sails round Mal ea 
first make his will" (Barclay 1977: 1 ). Perhaps, these dangers were reefs, winds, and 
pirate ships. 
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particular (Boor 1989:6). The mix of Greek philosophy, Buddhism, Egyptian religion, 
Mandaeans and Sabeans initiated the rise of Gnosticism (Averincev 1993:415-416)that 
made a certain impact on believers in Corinth. There were also followers of Judaism in 
the city (compare Acts 18). 
2.5. The purpose of 1 Corinthians 
The following arguments serve as possibilities as to why Paul wrote to 
1 Corinthians. 
To call the church to unit/0 
Some from Chloe's household (1 Cor. 1: 11) and possibly Stephanas, Fortunatus 
and Achaicus (16: 17) had informed Paul about disunity in the church of Corinth. Paul, in 
his epistle to Corinth, points out some reasons that led to community schisms and makes 
suggestions how to solve the conflict situation. 
(1) One of the reasons that caused disunity were community splinter groups, which 
grew as result of affiliation with different spiritual authorities. Some considered 
themselves admirers ofPaui31, some of Apollos32, some of Cephas, and some of Christ. 
What led believers to schisms in this city? Apparently, the problem was a partial 
understanding of baptism with water. The Corinthians focused on the giver of baptism 
more than on baptism as a spiritual act. 
The Greek phrase "in the name of' is derived from accounting, which means "on 
the name or account of'. Apparently, baptism was viewed as a transfer, an act by 
means of which a baptized person yielded himself to be owned or discipled by 
Him in whose name he was baptized. This is a basis for Pauline argumentation in 1 
Cor. 1: 12-13: to say "I am Paul's [disciple]" implied that I "was baptized in Paul's 
name" (Dunn 1998:198). 
It is clear why Paul's reaction was so strong, "Is Christ divided ?Was Paul 
crucified for you? Or were ye baptized in the name of Pau1?"33 
30 Some believe that the church split had a decisive influence on the attitude towards 
Paul (Carson, Moo & Morris 1992:280). 
31 Demonstrating commitment to their spiritual father. 
32 Paul's successor, an eloquent preacher (1 Cor. 3 :6). 
(2) The second reason was a misunderstanding of the Cross as well as 
environmental, philosophical, and cultural influence. 
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The Cross of Jesus was a strange idea to both Jews and Greeks. A message of God 
crucified was a stumbling block unto the Jews and foolishness unto the Greeks 
(Tarasenko 2000:34). 
The Corinthians highly respected human wisdom and under the influence of Greek 
philosophy and Jewish worldview they could not comprehend that Christ's sacrifice was 
the basis for their significance (1 Cor. 1 :30).34 
(3) The third reason of divisions was a weak spiritual condition (3:1-3). 
The Corinthian community was torn apart by "envying, and strife, and divisions". 
Misunderstanding of the Cross, obviously, resulted in poor spiritual condition. 
(4) The fourth reason is a misunderstanding of their destination (4:8-13). The 
Corinthians aspired high status in earthly life. Paul, in his turn, reveals to them that God 
has something greater in store for His children. Here on earth, they should not seek 
power and dominance but look for ways of ministering to other people. They must not 
seek human wisdom but strengthen their faith in Christ crucified (foolishness). The 
Corinthians must not pursue fame and glory but respect others. Paul was a living 
example for them. 
(5) The fifth reason that caused disunity was a wrong view ofrelationships 
between husband and wife and, therefore, different requirements for outward appearance 
(11 :3-19).35 Paul as he refers to church contentions uses the same word as in 1: 10. 
(6) Another reason was an unequal economic, social and race status of believers 
(7:21-22; 11:20-22; 12:13). 
33 
"Accordingly, by reminding the Corinthians of what did not happen in their baptism 
(i.e., they were not uniquely baptized by Paul so as to form a unique belonging to Paul), 
Paul points them to the unifying reality achieved in the sacred story of the cross" 
(Carlson 1993 :260) 
34 This will be discussed later. 
35 The word <jiLAOVELKoc; (11 :16) and the phrase Ev EKKAT]OL~ aKOUW oxlaµarn EV uµ"w 
(11: 18) indicate that there was no agreement concerning the issue. Interestingly enough, 
the word oxloµrcm is applied in 1:10 as well. 
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(7) Still another reason is the superiority of those, who had bright gifts of the Spirit 
(the gift of tongues, in particular) over those who possessed none of those gifts, the mis-
understanding of the Church's role and ways of ministering with gifts (ch. 12-14; 12:25). 
To clarifY the contents of the previous letter 
We have discussed this earlier (see p.7). 
To give answers to the questions of the Corinthians 
Chapter 7, for instance, contains Paul's response concerning marriage (7: 1 ). 
To provide a correct understanding of Christian freedom and oppose the rising 
Gnostic ideas in church circles36 
Paul draws their attention to the essence of Christian freedom: 
- It does not break out of unity (ch.1-4). 
- It is found in godly life (ch.5-6, 8-10). 
- It is limited to God's instructions concerning marriage (ch. 7). 
- It is found in the context of family relationships (11:2-16). 
- It is seen through Christian love and clear conscience (11 :17-34). 
- It does not break out of God given rules concerning church relations (ch.12-14). 
The key verses in the Epistle (6:12 and 10:23-24) talk about the essence of 
Christian freedom that leads to eternal life ( ch.15). 
The apostle stresses the idea that we can possess all wisdom and knowledge by 
abiding in Christ and having the correct understanding of the Cross (1: 18-2: 16). 37 
To correct erroneous eschatological views of the Corinthians 
Considerable portions of Scripture contain proofs concerning the resurrection of 
Jesus and Christian believers (15:3-23) that which some have doubted (15:2). Paul 
36 Schmithals considers Gnostics to be Paul's main opponents (Carson, Moo & Morris 
1992:279). 
37 Paul directly opposes Gnostic ideas. However, we may agree with Wilson (Guthrie 
1990:434) that the rising Gnostic ideas at Paul's time must be distinguished from later 
Gnosticism. 
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points out that the spiritual rebirth and the life in the Spirit are the important conditions 
of resurrection (ch. 15:37-50). 
To demonstrate God's principles in ministering to each other with gifts and point to 
the importance of guidance of the Holy Spirit 
Paul shows the Corinthians that manifestations of the Spirit and ministries proceed 
from God who gives them to every person for his/her profit (12:7, 11, 18). Therefore, 
each believer should be guided by the Holy Spirit (12:2-3) and by principles oflove (ch. 
13) in his/her ministry in order to serve others in the first place (14:12). The use of the 
gifts in a right way and a correct understanding of the destination leads to Gcd's 
blessings (14:40). 
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3.The role of the Holy Spirit in building up church unity 
3.1. The Holy Spirit as a counselor (Ch. 2) 
3.1.2. The Holy Spirit and the Gospel are the foundation of faith (2:1-5) 
Apostle Paul first talks about the role of the Holy Spirit in building up the 
Corinthian church when he deals with an acute problem of disunity (1 Cor. 1:10-4:21; 
1:10-12; 2:4-5). 
The Corinthian church faced divisions. The church had split into various groups of 
admirers and each faction regarded itself superior to others. A misunderstanding of the 
Cross by the Corinthians as well environmental, philosophical, and cultural influences38 
resulted in severe contentions. The Cross ofJesus was a strange idea to both Jews and 
Greeks. A message of God crucified was a stumbling block unto the Jews and 
foolishness unto the Greeks. 
The Jews required signs and miracles from the Messiah as an evidence of His 
claims (1 Cor. 1 :22; Mt. 16: I). Christ died on the cross "helpless and left as a criminal" 
(Boor 1989:42). The Greeks demanded rational confirmation of His divine nature, He 
was expected to answer all their questions and solve all their problems. According to 
Celsius (177-180), the death of Christ was a mere "foolishness"; one could only shake 
his head at it and give it an ironic smile (Boor 1989:43). 
The Apostle Paul calls for unity of spirit and thinking. He points out the cause of 
divisions, one of which was the misunderstanding of the Cross. He stresses Christ's 
sufferings and the significance of His Sacrifice. 
The Cross of Christ - the grounds for significance 
The Cross is the central theme of the Good News. The Cross, rather than human 
wisdom, is the source of our salvation. No human wisdom compares to a simple truth of 
the Cross. Human wisdom cannot save (1 :21 ). Instead, all treasures of the human soul 
such as wisdom, righteousness, sanctification, and redemption we possess in Christ due 
to His sufferings (1 :18-31). 
38 Greece in Paul's time was full of philosophers (see Acts 17). 
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A Christian should boast not in his relations to a famous person, in his wisdom, or 
his influence in society, but rather in his Lord (1 :30). In Christ, through faith, a person 
accomplishes all that which secular society (rich, wise ... ) cannot achieve throughout 
their lives. All that is of the world is vain compared to divine treasures. 
The Cross of Christ is the foundation of faith 
Paul writes: 
OU yap EKptva n ELOEVO'.L EV uµ1.v EL µ~ 'IT]CJOUV Xpwtov Kal toUtoV 
Eo-co:upwµEvov... 'lva ~ TILo'tv.; UµWv µ~ TI Ev oocpL~ &v8pW11wv &AA' Ev OuvtlµEt. 
8EOu (1 Cor. 2:2,5) 
"The power of God" is a proclamation of Christ crucified, a word about the Cross 
(1:18, 23-24). 
Why is exactly the Cross the foundation of the Christian faith? Because a person's 
justification, reconciliation with God, and salvation are impossible without Christ's 
sufferings. 
EtL yelp XpLotO~ Ov-rwv ~µWv &a8EvWv JEtt. KccrO: Kat.pOv UnEp &o~Wv &nEeo:vEv. 
µoA.Li; yap U11Ep OLKC<LOU ni; a1108ttVEL1:ttL• U11Ep yap tau aytt8ou i:axtt ni; KC<L 
wA.µ~ a1108ttvtlv· CJUVLCJ1:T]CJtv OE T~V E<WtoU ayaTIT)V Eli; ~µ&i; 0 8Eoi;, on °hL 
aµttpcWAWV OVtWV ~µwv Xp LCJtoi; U11Ep ~µwv a11i:8ttVEV. 11ou0 ouv µ&Hov 
<'iLKttLwEli'v-rEi; viiv i:v tc.:} tt'i'.µttn ttutoii awElT]aoµEEltt <'it' ttutou &110 i:fti; 6pyfti;. EL 
yap i:xepol ovrn; K0'.1:T]AAtlYT]µEv i:c.:) ElEc.:} OLOC i:ou Elttvtii:ou mu uloii mhou, 
110Ucji µ&Uov KC<i:ttUttyEvtEi; aw8T]CJOµE8tt EV tfj (wfj tti'itou· (Rom. 5:6-10) 
Why is it the basis of our faith? 
(1) A Christian is not able to build straight relationships with God and live a 
righteous life outside of understanding of the essence of Christ's sacrifice. As a sinner, a 
Christian crucifies Christ all by himself and distances himself from God (Heb. 5: 11-
6:12). 
Preaching Christ crucified is the beginnings of the doctrine, milk for babes in 
Christ. A Christian cannot grow in perfection unless he receives them. This idea can be 
traced in 1Cor.2:1-5; 3:1-3 and Heb. 5:11-6:3. 
1Cor.3:1-4 
Al K&yw, aOEAcjio[, OUK l)iiuvr\811v .l.a.l.fioctL uµ'iv we; 1TVEUµanKol<; 
Bl &H' we; aapKLVOL<;, we; V1)1TLOL<; EV XpLatQ. 





B2 ounw y&p Eouvaa8E. &H' ouoE En vuv Mvaa8E, hL yap aapKLKol3:2c-4 
EatE. 01TOU yap EV uµlv (fJJ.oc; ml Epl<;, ouxl aapKLKOL EatE KUL 
rnta &vepwnov 11EpL11atEltE; otav y&p .J.<'yn tu;· Eyw µ.'v ElµL 
IImlA.ou, EtEpo<; 6E· EYW 'AnoHw, ouK &v8pw110[ EOtE; 
1Cor.2-3 
Al OU yap EKp LVtt n EloEV{H EV uµ'iv El µTi 111aouv Xp LOtOV 
' 
, , KU L toUtOV EOtaupwµEVOV. 
Bl I;ocjilav oE .l.aJ.ouwv Ev tole; tEAELOL<; 
A2 ycf.l.a uµii<; Enonaa' 
B2 ou ~pwµa· 
Heb. 5:12-14 
Al Kal yq6vatE XPEUxV EXOVtE<; ycfJ.aKto<; 
Bl [Kal] ou atEpEii<; tpocjific;. 
A2 11iic; yap 6 µEt<'xwv yti.l.aKto<; lfoELpoc; .l.6you oLKaLoauv11c;, 
vr\11LO<; ycfp Eanv· 
B2 tE.l.Elwv 6E Eatw Ti atEpffi tpocfir\, twv oLa tTiv 'E~w 
ta ala811tr\pLayEyuµvaaµfoa EX6v1wv npoc; oLttKpwLv 









The analysis of the passages given above allows us to arrive at several important 
conclusions: 
(I) Regular food (wisdom) is given to perfect. 
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(2) Going back to the first principles of the doctrine of Christ equals going back to 
milk. 
(3) Milk symbolizes the word of truth (the word ofrighteousness). 
(4) The word ofrighteousness points to the first principles of the doctrine of Christ. 
(5) The first principles of the doctrine of Christ enhances the doctrine that teaches 
concerning repentance from dead works, faith toward God, the doctrine of 
baptisms, laying on of hands, resurrection of the dead, and of eternal judgment. 
A closer study of the Bible shows that the teaching concerning the necessity of 
Christ's death includes all aspects specified in Heb. 6: 1-2, e.g. justification is impossible 
without faith. In Rom. 5:1,9 we read, "Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace 
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ .. Much more then, being now justified by his 
blood, we shall be saved from wrath through him." Apparently, faith is an inseparable 
part of the doctrine of justification and righteousness. Righteousness is received by faith 
in Christ crucified. 
A faith based on human wisdom and hero worship takes away from Christ and 
results in contentions and a sense of superiority. The faith based on Christ and the 
understanding of His Sacrifice (1 Cor. 3: 11) takes a person to the One God and to unity. 
Paul stresses this idea in his epistle by reminding the recipients that the theme of the 
Cross was central to his message at the time of the Corinthian church formation (2:1-
5).39 Not human wisdom but preaching of Christ crucified and the work of the Holy 
Spirit produced faith in the Corinthians. 
K&yw Uewv Tipoc; uµac;, &6EJ..cpo(. ~J..eov OU Ka8' UTIEpox~v J..6you i\ oocp[ac; 
KamyyEAAWV uµlv 1:0 µuoi:~pLOV i:ou 8EOU. 2 OU yap EKpLVa TL ELOEVUl EV uµlv 
El µ~ 'I1100Uv Xplo"COv Ka.L toUtov Eo!aupwµEvov. 3 K&.yW Ev &o8EvElC! Kat Ev 
cp613<i> KaL EV i:p6µy 'ITOAAc{l EYEVOµT)V npoc; uµac;, 4 Kal 0 A6yoc; µou Kal 1:0 
K~puyµa µou ouK EV TIEt8ol[c;] oocp[ac; [A6yolc;) &U' Ev &nooEi~EL nvEuµai:oc; KaL 
ouvaµEwc;, 5 'lva ~ n[oni; uµwv µ~ ij EV oocp['i' &v8pwnwv &U' EV ouvaµEt 
8EOu (1 Car. 2:1-5). 
A parallelism used in 2:4-5 states clearly that not Paul's wisdom or spirit but the 
Holy Spirit contributed to the birth and the making of the faith in Corinth. 
39 lt does not imply that Paul did not preach anything else in Corinth. It means that his 
preaching of Christ crucified prevailed (MacArthur 1984:55-56). 
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Al ml. o A.6yoc; µou Kai. to K~puyµ& µou ouK EV 1TEL8o1[c;] oocjl(ac; [A.6yoLc;] 2:4a 
Bl &A.A' EV &1100El~EL 1TVEUµatoc; KO'.l ouvaµEwc;, 
A2 '(va ~ 11lonc; uµwv µ~ u EV aocjlll)O &v8pw11wv 




Chapter 2, verse 4 speaks about the power of God and, therefore, the Spirit of God. 
In 1 Corinthians Paul talks about faith that comes from hearing· the Word of God and the 
work of the Holy Spirit. It is not an exception. He discusses it in his epistles to Romans 
(15:17-19) and 1 Thessalonians (1:5). John presents the same idea in his Gospel (3:3,5; 
16:7-15). The Word of God can reach a human heart only with the help of the Holy 
Spirit (1 Cor. 4:20). The Holy Spirit admonishes a man concerning his sin and makes 
truths regarding righteousness and judgment accessible. Only He could make the 
mystery (to µuat~pwv) ofGod40 simple enough so that a limited human could 
comprehend it. 
That is why Paul was "in weakness, and in fear, and in much trembling" as he 
preached the Gospel in Corinth. Some theologians assume that the apostle described his 
physical weakness and fear experienced after a "failure" in Athens (Allen 1974:306). 
However, he rather meant his littleness and spiritual dependence of God. In his 
commentary to 1 Corinthians Raymond B. Brown expresses a very important idea: 
Who can deal with holy things and not tremble? Who can deliver the word of God 
without fear that belongs to reverence? Is it the bigness of his mission that makes 
Paul so conscious of his littleness (cit. Allen 1974:306). 
MacDonald (2000:836) states a similar thought, "The treasure of the Gospel was 
contained in an earthly vessel so that the superiority of power belonged to God, not Paul. 
He was an example of how God uses weak to affect mighty". 
The Holy Spirit works when a person recognizes his/her total helplessness and 
dependence on God. 
Summarizing all above we can say that the message of Christ crucified (and His 
sacrifice) played and is still playing a vital role of an initiator and a maker of our faith. 
40 The word to µuat~pwv in v. 2:1 is preferred to µaptupwv (Metzger, B.M. A Textual 
Commentary on the Greek New Testament, p. 545). The word µuot~pLov is used in p 46 
~*AC 88 436 and elsewhere. 
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Non-believers as well as spiritual babes (called carnal in the text) are in special need of 
it. Preaching must not be based on human wisdom and eloquence but the power of the 
Word of God and the Holy Spirit. 
Since the message about the crucified Christ is contrary to the wisdom of this 
world it can only be believed and thus be God's ouvaµL<; through the powerful 
activity of the Spirit. The charismatic-thaumaturgical dimension of the ouvaµu; of 
the Spirit is here not to be excluded (Grabe 2000:66). 
3.1.2. The Holy Spirit opens spiritual truths to those who are "perfect"-2:6-16 
The structural analysis of2:1-3:4 helps to see this significant truth in 2:6-16 (see 
p. 27). Whereas verses 2:1-5 and 3: 1-4 talk about the role of the Holy Spirit in the 
development offaith, verses 2:6-16 discuss His task in ministering to mature Christians. 
The latter received the wisdom of God through the apostles by the Holy Spirit. This 
wisdom was "of God in a mystery, which none of the princes of this world knew". 41 
We can note a chiasm used by the author. 
Al I;o<jilav OE A.aA.ouµEv EV ·i:o1<; 'tEAElot<;, ao<jilav OE ou -i;ou alwvo<; rnurnu 2:6-7 
OUOE 'tWV apxov-i;wv 't'OU alwvo<; 'tOU1:0U 1:WV KarnpyouµEvwv· 
&A.A.a A.aA.ouµEv 8Eou ao<jilav EV µua't'~pl0 't'~V aTIOKEKpuµµEv~v. 
~V TipowpLOEV a 8EO<; TipO 1:WV alwvwv El<; 66~av ~µwv, 
Bl ~v oUOElc; tWv &:pxOvrwv i:ofl atWvo<.; tolrrou EyvwKEV · 
El yup €yvwaav, OUK &v 't'OV Kupwv 1:ft<; 66~~<; fo1m'ipwaav. 
B2 &H& Ka8w<; yEypamaL' a 6<ji8aA.µo<; OUK ElOEV KOOL oi'i<; OUK 
" \ ' ' s::.' ' 8 I ' J 'A ~KOUOEV KOOL ETIL K!tputav av PWTIOU OUK avE.,~, 
& ~tolµaaEv 6 6E0c; tole; &yanWaLv aU-r6v. 
A2 ~µ1v OE UTIEKaA.uijrEV a 9EO<; OLU 1:0U TIVEuµa10<;· 




41 Apparently, "the princes of this world" must be understood as Jewish and Gentile 
leaders (MacArthur 1993:86) as well as the leaders of the fallen angelic world (Eph. 
6:12). Undoubtedly, the latter influenced the former. 
Winter B. believes that under "the princes of the present world" one should understand 
much-admired eloquent orators and philosophers of the time, which claimed to be 
"perfect''. They were supposed to become future rulers and leaders of cities and states 
(Winter 1994: 1165). 
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K&yw EA8wv 11poi; uµiii;, UOEAcjio[, ~!..8ov OU KtX8' U11Epox~v 
!..6you ~ ao¢(ixi; KtXmyyE!..!..wv uµlv TO µuaTl\pLOv TOU 8EOU. 1 
OU yap El<pw& n EloEVIXl EV uµ"Lv EL µ~ 'Iriaouv XplOTOV 
Ka l i:oUtov Eo'taupwµEvov. 2 
Kayw EV &a8EvEl<t KtXt Ev ¢6P<ii KtXt EV TpOµl\) 110UQ EyEVoµriv 
11poi; uµ&i;, 3 
KtXt a !..6yoi; µou KtXl TO Kl\puyµ& µou OUK EV 1TEL8o1[i;] ao¢lixi; p.6ymi;] 
&U' Ev &1100Ell;EL 11vEuµixwi; Kixl. ouv&µEWi;, 4 
'(vix ~ 11lani; uµwv µ~ u EV aocp[., &v8pw11wv &U' EV ouvcfµEL 8EOU.5 
Eo¢lixv oE !..ix!..ouµEv Ev w1i; TEAELOL<;, ao¢(ixv oE ou wu ixlwv0<; Touwu 
OUOE TWV &pxovTWV TOU ixlwvoi; mumu TWV KtXTtXpyouµEvwv· 6 
&Ua !..ix!..ouµEv 8EOu ao¢lixv l:v µuoTripl<iJ, T~v &110KEKpuµµforiv, 7a 
~v 11powpwEV a 8Eoi; 11po Twv ixLwvwv EL<; 66~ixv ~µwv· 7b 
~v oOOElc; -rWv &:pxOvtwv i:oU ai.Wvoc; 1'oUtou EyvwKEV, Sa 
El yap 'Eyvwaixv' OUK av TOV KUp LOV Tfj<; o6~rii; i:omupwaixv Sb 
J, 'I I 8 I ' "A , "'8 ' ' , ts:: ' '1' ' ,, IX1>.1>.IX KtX wi; yqpixmtXL, o"' ix,,_µoi; OUK E uEV KtXL oui; OUK T]KOUOEV 
Kal ETIL KapO(av &.v8pW1ToU oUK &vElJ11, a ~-rolµaoEV 6 8E0c; "Cote; 
.XyanWaLv a{rcOv. 
~µ1v OE U1TEKcXAU\jJE!! a 8Eo<; Ola WU 1TVEuµixwi;· 
To yap 11vEuµix 11&vm i:pixuvq, KtXt Ta p&eri rnu 8EOu. 




'toll &v8pWTiou -rO Ev alrt<{'>; 11 a 
o\hwi; KtXt TIX mu 8EOu ouoE\.i; \'yvwKEv El µ~ To 11vEuµix wu 8EOu. l lb 
~µEli; oE ou To 11vEuµix Tau Koaµou E!..&PoµEv &!..A.a TO 11vEuµix 
To EK rnu 8Eou, 'lvix ELowµEv Ta u110 mu 8Eou xixpw8Evm ~µlv· 12 
& KtXL AtXAofJµEv OUK EV oLlilXKm1i; &v8pw11(vrii; ao¢lixi; !..6ymi; 
&U' EV oLlilXKrnli; 11vEuµixrni;, 11vEUµtXnK01i; 11vEuµixnKa auyKp(vovcE<; 13 
\j!UXLKO<; oE &v8pw11oi; ou oEXEi:tXL Ta mil TIVEuµixwi; wu 8EOU, 
µwp [ix yap m'nQ Eanv, 
Kix\. au 6Uvixcm yvwvixL, 
OI ~ ) I 
on 1TVEUµtXTLKW<; tXVtXKplVE'l:tXl' 14 
I S::I I ) I [ 'l ' 0 uE 1TVEUµIX1: lKO<; tXVtXKptvEl 'l:IX 111XVTIX, 
j I ;;:_I t l '.>:: I j / ixumi; uE U11 OUuEVO<; tXVtXKplVHIXl 15 
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The wisdom of God revealed through the apostle to mature Christians, 42 led by the 
Holy Spirit, offered what God had prepared for them in His Son (2:9-10).43 If the 
"princes of this world" had received God's plan of salvation of which The Cross is a 
central and inseparable part, they would not have crucified Christ.44 
We face a problem as we study chapters 1-3. In 1 :23-24 we read that the preaching 
Christ crucified for Jews and Greeks, that are called, is the power and the wisdom of 
God. This very theme is the main content of the message to unbelievers (1 :17) and babes 
in Christ (2:1-5; 3:1-3). Nonetheless, as we read 2:6-10 we note that the wisdom of God 
is being preached to perfect (mature) Christians. How do we solve this disagreement? 
The point is that preaching the Cross relates not only to the theme of justification 
but also to the themes of sanctification (Heb. 5:11-14), discernment of God's will (2 
Cor. 5:14-15), and the future of the Church (1 Cor. 2:6-10). The Corinthians must have 
received the teaching concerning justification since they turned to Christ. Paul calls them 
"saints called by God". But the context of the epistle testifies that the themes of 
sanctification and obedience to God's will were neglected by the Corinthians (the 
majority of them were carnal Christians - 1 Cor. 3:1-3). Therefore, it is natural to 
conclude that the theme of what God had prepared for those who loved Him could not 
42 When Paul says, "But God hath revealed them unto us by his Spirit. .. Now we have 
received, not the spirit of the world, but the spirit which is of God; that we might know 
the things that are freely given to us of God", he means apostles and their co-workers in 
the first place (MacDonald 2000:837). 
43 The word "revealed" (aTTEKfiA.uijfEv) is in past tense (1 aorist). Thus, vs. 2:9-10 do not 
refer to the revelation of the future to every individual believer. Here it is not said about 
some unanticipated gifts (Winter 1994: 1166), but Christian heritage. 
It is hard to agree with MacDonald (2000:837) and MacArthur (1984:61) who insist that 
vs. 2:7-10 cannot speak about heavens (distant future). It is rather difficult to preach 
about Christ's sacrifice without mentioning an ultimate purpose, that is, eternity. The 
words "ordained before the world unto our glory" confirm this truth (IBNT 1987:22) 
44 It is hard to believe that having understood the meaning of Christ's sacrifice and the 
consequences of following Him, both Jewish and Gentile leaders would crucify the 
Messiah. We doubt that the princes of the fallen angelic world would have crucified 
Jesus if they had grasped the essence of His death: Christ's death defeated them (Col. 
2:14-15). 
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be the core of Pauline preaching about the Cross. This teaching Paul intended for mature 
Christians. 45 
The same thought is partly expressed by Lowery (1983:510-511): 
"The message of the Cross" (1 Cor. 1 :18) concerned more than justification. It also 
concerned sanctification. It called for a renewal of attitude and action in response 
to God's revelation. It called for righteousness in thought and deed (Heb. 5:11-14). 
And this part of the message of"Christ ... crucified" (1 Cor. 2:2), this solid food 
(3 :2), the Corinthians had spurned. As a result, they were still worldly (v.3). 
It is hard to agree with the idea that the doctrine of sanctification is solid food. 46 
The author of the Epistle to Hebrews refers to the first principles of the doctrine of 
Christ, to milk food (though he uses other terms such as repentance from dead works, 
faith toward God, the doctrine of baptisms, etc.). 47 
Verses 2: I 0-12 answer the following question, "How can mature Christians 
discern the mysteries of God and the future?" 
Al ~µ'iv liE &nEKaA.u\j!Ev 6 8Eoc; liux i:ou nvEuµo:wc;· 
To yap nvEuµo: navm Epo:uvq, 2: 1 o 
Ko:\. Ta paeri wu eEOu. 
Bl TLc; yap olliEV &vepwnwv Ta i:ou &vepwnou EL µ~ To 1rvEuµo: 2:11a 
toU &:vepWnou tO Ev aUtQ; 
B2 olhwc; Ko:\. Ta i:ou SEOu oUliE\.c; EyvwKEv El µ~ To nvEilµo: i:ou 8EOu.2:11 b 
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The Holy Spirit revealed these truths to early Christians through the apostles who 
received the Spirit of God; today we have them made known through Scripture and 
45 Perhaps, not for the Corinthians. Different verb tenses in 2:1-5, 3:1-3, and 2:6-7 
confirm that 
Barclay divides the message of the Cross into "kerygma" (elementary things) and 
"didache" (detailed explanation of the basics) and states that the Corinthians were 
satisfied with the former and had no desire to study important aspects of Christian 
doctrines (1977:30). 
46 Solid food is knowing of the Christian heritage granted by God (2:12). The word 
"xo:pwe.'vm" translated as "gift, charity" is mostly used in the Bible in relation to God. 
47 The doctrine of sanctification is quite simple to grasp; however, it is not easy to accept 
it with one's heart and actually implement it. 
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mature believers. Only the Holy Spirit knows the mysteries of God and He is the Only 
One who can reveal them. A simple reference to Paul's words "For what man knoweth 
the things ofa man, save the spirit of man which is in him? even so the things of God 
knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God" clarifies the text. Compare also Origen's 
"Origins" (Origen [1936] 1993:141): 
So, together with many other things through the grace of the Holy Spirit the 
majestic gift is being revealed that before Christ a few only, i.e. the prophets 
themselves and barely one person among the people of God, were able to rise 
above the carnal understanding of the prophetic writings or the Law of Moses and 
grasp in the Law and the prophets the bigger idea, some spiritual meaning. Now it 
is given to an uncountable multitude ofbelievers ... And this understanding, 
undoubtedly, is given to all by the power of the Holy Spirit. 
Verses 2:12-13 contain the doctrine of inspiration (Mitchell 1978:381). Verse 12 
talks about the content of the inspiration whereas verse 13 describes the channel of 
communication of that inspiration. The content of the inspiration is knowledge given by 
God. The means of communication is "comparing spiritual things with spiritual". How 
do we understand the last words? 
Let us consider the following phrase"& ml JcaJcouwv ... 11vrnµanKo1i; 11vEUµanKa 
ouyKp (vovrn;". 48 The word "11vEUµanKo1i;" in dative case can be translated as an 
adjective of masculine or neutral gender. The word "11vEUµanKa", an adjective of neutral 
gender in plural, can be considered as in nominative or in accusative case. 
Z:uyKp(vovi:Ei; is a nominative participle in plural, Present Tense, and Active Voice. 
It translates as combining, comparing, interpreting, explaining, and clarifying. It stands 
in a predicative position with no article. This participle belongs to the category of means 
of the main verb "Jca.1couµEv" (Wallace 1996:628; Meychen 1994:79). It is translated as 
an adverbial participle or as a predicate of a subordinate clause and answers a question, 
"How do we speak?" The following literal translations are possible: 1) proclaim 
(speak) ... explaining spiritual things to spiritual; 2) speak. .. explaining spiritual by 
spiritual things; 3) speak. .. (explaining) clarifying spiritual by spiritual things. 
Bauer (1979:774) gives three possible variants of translation: I) expressing 
spiritual truths through spiritual forms (words); 2) explaining spiritual truths to spiritual 




people; 3) comparing (contrasting) the received gifts and revelations with those that are 
to be received. 
MacDonald suggests three similar variants: 1) teaching spiritual truths through 
words given by the Spirit; 2) by communicating spiritual truths to spiritual people; 3) 
comparing truths found in one part of the Bible with truths from another part. He prefers 
the first variant of translation to the other two (2000:838). 
In our opinion yet another translation may be possible, "comparing truths given by 
the Spirit with Scripture" (cf I Cor. 14:29; 2 Pe. 1: 16-21). 
Which variant of translation is preferable? The context, grammar, and syntax may 
point to an answer. 
Let us consider the passage from chapter 2:6-15. 
6 ~ocp[cw OE A.cd.oiiµEv EV 101<; cEl.EloL<; ... 7 iiUii A.ttA.oiiµEv 8EOu oocplttv EV 
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Let us focus on the word l.aA.oiiµEv (to speak, whisper, chat). It is used three times 
in the given passage (2:6,7,13). The context indicates that this word expresses the same 
thought: the wisdom is communicated to mature (perfect) Christians (among mature 
Christians). Apparently, this thought that originated in v.6 is continued in v.13. 
Now let us pay attention to the word ouyKplvovrn; (from croyKptvco). It is used 
only two times in the New Testament (1 Cor. 2:13; 2 Cor. I 0:12) (Schmo Iler 1994:466). 
The table below demonstrates the use of this word in various translations. 
contemplating interpreting express mg companng 
1 Cor.2:13 ST BBT, GNB, RSV NN KJV 
ST, BBT, GNB, .KJV, 
i 2 Cor.10:12 RSV,NN 
This is a compound word. The stem Kp1vro can be translated as "decide, prefer, 
evaluate, hold a view, make legal decision, condemn, and rule" (Louw & Nida 
l 989:Vol.2, 147). Having analyzed all possible meanings of the word "Kptvro" one may 
conclude that all of them imply some kind ofaction (decision, evaluation, 
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condemnation, etc.) exercised on the basis of established views and strong convictions. 
This word refers a reader or a listener to a final phase of a mental process and decision-
making rather than to contemplation and formation of opinion. Prefix cruv in complex 
words gives them a meaning of correlation (Young 1994:101), participation and 
simultaneous projection of an action on all parts ofa particular subject (Weisman 
1899: 1186). 
The words "contemplate" and "compare" reflect on the thinking process and 
formation of conviction. Taking the discussed above into consideration one may 
conclude that Paul, who used the word auyKp[vovi:E' as a means of communicating 
wisdom, could not imply those meanings. The same applies to the word "reasoning, 
arguing". 
Verses 8 and 14 answer the following question, "Why Paul speaks about hidden 
wisdom among mature Christians?" Natural men (who do not know Christ) do not 
understand (cannot comprehend) this message They do not have the Holy Spirit who 
knows all things of God and can make them known to people (v.12). Carnal Christians, 
the third category of people described by Paul, cannot comprehend this message because 
they are not able to feed on solid food (2:1-5; 3:1-3) as a result of poor spiritual 
condition. 
Mature Christians, as the context states, are spiritual believers. 
Taking into consideration thatthe main task ofa prophesying person (14:3) is to 
edify (to instruct concerning unfamiliar truths as well), exhort, and comfort the church, 
one may conclude that the words "explaining, interpreting, and clarifying" are the most 
suitable for translation of the word "auyKp[vovi:E,''. 
The word "11vEUµanK01<;" (spiritual) most likely relates to spiritual (mature) 
Christians. They are the ones who can grasp spiritual truths. It is indicated by the 
connecting word "Kptvco" (vs. 13-15) combined with various prefixes. LUyKptvet means 
"to make clear or plain". AvaKptv&1 means "to understand the explained thing, to put all 
interpretations together'' .49 
The word nvEUµanKa implies spiritual truths. Thus, & Kat A.aA.ouµEv .. 
nvEuµanKo'i.<; nvEUµanKa auyKp [vovi:E, should be translated as, "Which things also we 
speak .. making spiritual (truths) clear to spiritual (Christians)". However, we must not 
49 Prefix ava in compound words means going up or down (Weisman 1899:80). 
exclude another version, "speak ... interpreting spiritual (content) by spiritual 
(content)". 50 
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In Bishop Bezobrazov's translation of the Bible into the Russian language, the 
phrase "interpreting spiritual by spiritual" is not a mono-semantic phrase, but a rather 
universal and demands additional interpretation by the reader. 
In summary, we can say that spiritual Christians require an interpretation of the 
hidden wisdom concerning their heritage in Christ, which can be grasped only through 
the Spirit dwelling in them. A Christian, who is able to comprehend this truth in a course 
of time, is a spiritual believer; otherwise, he is a carnal one. Therefore, in this case the 
Holy Spirit appears as a Counselor and a Teacher. 
3.2. The Holy Spirit is an administrator in the church (Ch.12-14) 
As we touch upon this theme, we should discuss the gift of tongues in detail This 
issue was rather urgent for the Corinthian believers. They had different views on that 
matter. First, they disagreed whether each person was supposed to possess that gift or 
not(\ Cor. 12:25). Second, there was no unanimous opinion concerning the ministry of 
gifts in the church (14:39). Consequently, a number of problems arose. One group of 
people, who possessed the gift, felt superior to other believers. The rest envied them. 
Some people were eager to use the gift in the church. Others prohibited them to do so. 
For Paul, who was far away from their city, it was not easy to produce a universal 
solution to the problem, since there could be some people in the Corinthian community 
with a false gift of tongues (FLSBNT 1997:317-318). 
According to the Encyclopedia of Religion, glossalalia was mentioned in Hindu 
Vedas about 1000 B.C. as well as in Sutra Yoga by Patanjali and Tantric books of 
Tibet Lamaism. A remarkable ancient philosopher Plato in his works Ion, Apology, 
and Timaeus describes ecstatic tongues of a famous prophetess from Delphi, a 
priestess ofDodona and Sibylla, as an example of glossalalia in ancient Greece 
(Porublev 1995 :6). 
50 In this case adjectives TIVEUµanKo1<; and TivEUµanrn, though used in plural, may be 
translated in singular communicating a general meaning (Meychen 1994:30). 
• 
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Besides, glossalalia was known in mystic cults of Dionysus, Osiris, and Orphism. 
The cult worship was generally accompanied by a high level of emotional condition and 
uncontrolled behavior (Porublev 1995:6). 
Despite the complexity of the situation, Paul, guided by the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 
7:40), suggests a solution to the problem in the church of Corinth. Basically, chapters 
12-14 are devoted to this subject 51 
Chapters 12-14 are devoted to the theme of gifts of the Spirit and ministering 
with these gifts in the Church. Verse 12:1 introduces us to the broad issue. It says, "Now 
concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I would not have you ignorant". MacDonald (2000: 
88l)writes in his commentary, "The majority of translations suggest adding the word 
"gifts" to complete the thought However, the next verse gives a hint to assume, that 
Paul could have thought not only about the manifestations of the Holy Spirit, but also 
about evil spirits". It is necessary to note that the third variant is preferable, which 
speaks about "spiritual deeds" or "spiritual Christians" (cf 2: 12-3: 1-3; 14:3 7) and the 
ways they should treat gifts entrusted to them. 
The Corinthians wrote concerning spiritual gifts - the Greek is ambiguous and 
can be rendered "spiritual people". The opening discussion would suggest that 
the Corinthians' question in v 1 related to the way in which those who possessed 
the spirit exercised their ministry in the church meeting. Paul's first concern is to 
clear up their ignorance (Winter 1994 :1180). 
Before we move on to a detailed study of chapters 12-14, let us do a structural 
analysis of their content The structural analysis will help us to identify the main themes 
and sub-themes of the given chapters (structural outline can be found in the Appendix). 
Syntax analysis of the verses that contain some grammar difficulties will be done in the 
course of the study. 
The first verse of chapter 12 introduces the new topic of spiritual gifts. The last 
verse of the chapter concludes the topic, which then continues in chapter 14. 
In chapter 13, Paul speaks about the main condition for the use of gifts in the 
church. This arises from comparing 1 Cor. 12:31; 14:1 to chapter 13. Verses 12:31 and 
14: 1 are arranged as a chiasm. 
51 Earlier (ch. 12-13) Paul partly discussed the problem of gifts as he talked about the 
importance of each of them. 
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The love that Paul calls for and discusses in chapter 13 is an excellent way. One of 
the important conditions for the use of spiritual gifts is decency and order in church 
(14:40) 
Verses 12:2-3 talk about the significance of God's guidance in relation to the use 
of gifts. Verses 12:4-11 describe the diversity of gifts and how God administers them in 
His Church. God does it according to His will. Here Paul stresses the idea of the Holy 
Spirit being one and inseparable. (The Church of Christ is also one and inseparable). The 
same theme continues in 12:28-30. 
Verses 12:12-17 seem to be attached to the narration concerning administration 
and the use of gifts in the Church. Verses 12:14-27 clarify the previous passage 12:12-13 
as they describe a human body. 
Chapter 13 talks about gifts as being useless if they show no love (13 :1-3), about 
attributes oflove (13 :4-7), and about temporary nature of gifts and the eternal nature of 
love (13 :8-13} 
Verses 14:1-12 discuss the meaning of spiritual gifts. To achieve the best effect, 
Paul compares the gift of tongues with the gift of prophecy. The following passage 
(14: 12-19) lays out principles (conditions) for the use of the gift of tongues in the 
church. Verses 14:20-25 talk about the direction of use of the gift of tongues and the gift 
of prophesy whereas the next eight verses (14:26-33) specify the order of ministering 
with gifts in the church. The following two verses refer to women's behavior in church. 
Verses 39-40 summarize all discussed above in relation to gifts and their use in church. 
3.2.1. The Holy Spirit guides the church and each believer 
Taking into consideration verse 12:1, we can say that a spiritual Christian is led by 
the Holy Spirit. Paul writes, "no man speaking by the Spirit of God calleth Jesus 
accursed: and that no man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost" 
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(12:3). 52 Phrases "speaking by the Spirit of God" (literally "speaking in the Spirit of 
God") and "say ... by the Holy Ghost" (literally "say ... in the Holy Ghost") describe the 
actions of a person who dwells in the Spirit, the one who is with God. To dwell in God 
means to surrender to Him and His word (cf 1 Jn. 2:5). A person guided by the Holy 
Spirit will never curse (anathema- deviate) Jesus Christ and, at the same time, will 
consider Him the Lord of his life. 
An unbeliever does not know Jesus Christ whereas a carnal Christian neglects the 
Lord's supervision and the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Paul gives an example from their 
lives before they had turned to God: as unbelievers, they trusted "dumb" idols (cf 8:4 
and 10:20) which had devils behind their backs. 
A spiritual approach to spiritual gifts based on trust and obedience to God's word 
and the Holy Spirit will lead the church to unity, otherwise it will cause divisions. 
3.2.2. The Holy Spirit grants spiritual gifts and administers them in church (12:4-
11) 
As we have already mentioned above, one of the reasons that leads to disunity in 
church is the sense of superiority. Those who possessed outward gifts of the Spirit felt 
superior to those who did not have them. The latter envied the former and strived to 
acquire those gifts. 
Paul discusses the range of gifts, ministries, and operations. However, he states 
that these gifts should not be used at person's will. "Now there are diversities of gifts, 
but the same Spirit. And there are differences of administrations, but the same Lord. And 
there are diversities of operations, but it is the same God which worketh all in all" (I 2 :4-
6). God administers the gifts, ministries, and operations in the Church, all three Persons 
52 Lowery (1983 :230) writes, "Paul therefore laid a simple test related to the person of 
Christ. The false teachers obviously claimed that their visions, revelations, and message 
(cf 2 Cor. 12: 1) came from God, but they apparently denied the humanity of Christ, as 
expressed by the words "Jesus be cursed". This may have been a factor in the 
Corinthians' aversion to Paul's "message of the Cross" (1 Cor. 1 :10-4:13). It may be 
surprising today to realize that the earliest Christological heresy (Docetism) denied 
Jesus' humanity, not His deity. John had to deal with the same problem years later (1 
John 4:1-3)." 
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of God playing their role in Church performance. The Holy Spirit administers gifts,53 
Jesus Christ as the Head dispenses ministries, and the Heavenly Father (God) produces 
.ft . 54 g1 operat10ns. 
The apostle points to the manner of administration. First, the gifts are given to 
every person (12:7). Anyone who puts his faith in Jesus has one gift at least. Second, the 
gifts are given for profit (12:7). 55 God will never give anything that will harm believers 
(Jas. 4:1-3). 56 Third, the gifts are granted in a special way (12:11) as the Holy Spirit 
wills (12:11,18). Apparently, God has His own plans. He knows us best and discerns 
what ministry might be the most effective for us. 
If every Christian recognizes that the Holy Spirit is all knowing and inerrant, then, 
undoubtedly, his trust and gratitude to God for his own gift will contribute to church 
unity. 
3.2.3. All gifts of the Holy Spirit are equally important (12:12-30) 
Earlier Paul stated that the Holy Spirit administers gifts according to His will. 
Perhaps, someone was dissatisfied with his gift and wished to receive something more 
vibrant in his opinion. Someone probably felt superior to those who had less outstanding 
gifts. Paul, therefore, desired to demonstrate the significance of all gifts. He does that by 
describing the status in Christ of all believers and giving examples of the importance of 
each part of human body. 
3.2.3.1. The unity in the Body of Christ (12:12-13) 
12 Kaeci11Ep yap 1:0 owµa EV E01:LV K<Xl µEA.11 110!..Aa EXEL, 11avw OE i:a µEA.1] i:oii 
owµai:oi; 110!..Aa ovw EV E01:LV owµa, oui:wi; K<Xl 0 Xpwi:cli;- 13 K<Xl yap EV EVl 
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"The Corinthians behaved themselves as ifthere was the one and only gift- the gift of 
tongues. Paul says, 'Your unity comes not from sharing one single gift, it comes from 
possessing the Holy Spirit - the source of all gifts"' (MacDonald 2000:882} 
54 Lowery also expresses the same idea (1983:533). 
55 The one who has the gift as well as all members of the Body will benefit from it. 
56 God never gives anything that will cause pride or other negative consequences. 
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1TVEuµan ~µE'ic; 1TUV1'Et; ELc; EV awµa EPam[aSl]µEv, E'l-rE 'Iouc'i<iiot ElcE "EUl]VE<; 
EL'tE OoUAot Et:tE EAEU8Epot, Kal n&.v-rEc; Ev nvEUµa EnoTL0811µEv. 
This short Pauline narration hits several targets at once. First, Paul unfolds the 
essence of the Church by using a metaphor and comparing it to the Body (awµa) of 
Christ. 
In the New Testament the word awµa is mainly used in the sense of a physical 
body (human, animal or plant), the physical nature of the church of believers. In one 
place, it refers to slaves (Rev. 18:11-13), in another (Col. 2:17) to reality (Louw & 
Nida:Vol.2, 240). 
In the Greek language, "awµa" (body) is closely connected to "aap~" (flesh). In a 
dualistic tendency of Greek anthropology, both words may imply "a sense ofa limited 
freedom in a material world" (Dunn 1998:72). 
Paul deliberately differentiates these two words in his epistles. 57 He uses awµa in a 
more neutral sense, whereas aap~ implies a negative attitude, though both meanings can 
overlap and extend denotation. If referred to a person, the word awµa may indicate the 
making, the character of a person, describe his/her nature, give a person the ability to 
distinguish himself or herself from oneself and exercise self-control (Bultmann 
1951: 192-199). The word aap~ is not just a material embodiment but rather a sinful 
earthly nature of man (Bultmann 1951:233-235). The life in the flesh is contrasted with 
the life in the Spirit. Under certain conditions, a person living in the flesh can be 
transformed into someone living by the Spirit (Bultmann 1951:201). Unlike the flesh, 
the body can be changed and restored. Body denotes a being in the world, whereas flesh 
denotes a belonging to the world (Dunn 1998:72). 
The apostle frequently uses the word "awµ.x" in his epistles. In Rom. 12:4-5, 1 Car. 
10: 17, Eph. 1 :23 he employs it in relation to a community of believers and expresses the 
idea of unity. In 1 Corinthians chapter 12 he applies this term 18 times. 
It is worthy to note that the image of a body was often used in an ancient world. It 
was applied to a city, human race, or a state (Robertson 1901 :890, see also Elwell 2000: 
1040-1041 ), expressing the idea of the community of a large number of people. 
57 Some see it as an attempt to synthesize Jewish and Greek anthropology (Dunn 
1998 72). 
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Did Paul aim at expressing the idea of the city, the state, or the human race? Not at 
all. His purpose is to explain the essence or the nature of the Church as the Body of 
Christ. 
Paul acts delicately. Lets us pay attention to the end of verse 12, "so also is 
Christ". It should have been said, "so also is the Church", instead. Is it a mistake? By no 
means. Paul does it deliberately. By using a metonymy (Fee 1987:603), he wants to 
demonstrate that Christ and the Church are one. He grasped this truth already at that 
time, when he was on the way to Damascus (Acts 9:4). He realized that his persecution 
of followers of Christ equals the persecution of the Church itself(New Bible Dictionary 
1996:143-144, see also Medvedev 1998:57). 
Thus, the Church is an organism, a community of believers placed in Christ and 
set apart from the sinful world. 
Scholars contemplate on the question of body symbolism in relation to the Church. 
Where did Paul borrow that symbolism and what made such an impact on him? Bruce 
N. Fisk (Elwell 2000: I 040-1041 ), gives a number of versions as he summarizes results 
of the theological research work: 1) Gnosticism; 2) antique political theories; 3) rabbinic 
reflections on Adam's body; 4) Old Testament principle ofcorporate representation. The 
author expresses his opinion as following: 
After all, the best is to say that Paul used various basic ideas and themes as he 
worked out this unique and multifaceted metaphor, which corresponded to his own 
ecclesiological ideas (Elwell 2000: 1040-1041 ). 
Second, Paul characterized the Body of Christ. 
One of the main characteristics of the Body of Christ is unity. The word-
combination i:o owµrt Ev Eai:w ("the body is one") is a phrase, in which the numeral 'Ev 
stands in a predicative position towards awµrt and is linked to it by the verb 1'anv. The 
numeral EV (sole; the only one of its kind; unique) Paul frequently puts together with 
awµrt as he stresses the idea of church (body) unity. In this case, the author wants to 
highlight the unity of the Church in its diversity of gifts and ministries. 
Thus apostle Paul expressed a living and inseparable connection of believers with 
God that is being manifested in continuous impact of Christ on His Church, which 
is filled and revived by the Holy Spirit. Christ is the Head of the Church and it 
receives life through Him. Along the image of the Body of Christ Christians are 
given a perfect example of true relations among Church members based on 
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relationship with Christ; as the members of one Body the Church members help, 
encourage, and supplement each other (Rieneker & Meyer 1999:969). 
Another dictionary refers to the Church as a community with a shared destiny 
subjugated to the law of Christ, that is, if one part of the Body suffers the rest suffer too 
(Baiz & Schneider 1993 :324). 
Paul applies the metaphor of a human body and Christ as he desires to show not 
the horizontal links only, expressing the essence of relations within the community, but 
also vertical links denoting the union with Christ (Elwell 2000: 1040-1041 ). 
Another very important characteristic is diversity. The phrase KctL µ<''-ll TioUa 
EXEL clearly demonstrates it. In this case KctL is not a connecting conjunction "and", the 
meaning in which it occurs most of all, but an adversative conjunction "but" or 
"however" (Baiz & Schneider 1991 :227). The body is one; however, it has many parts. 
The word µEl.l] (a body member) is also frequently used by Paul. He employs it 
referring to: 1) the law of sin which is in the body (Rom. 7:5, 22-23); 2) diversity of gifts 
(Rom. 12:4-8; 1 Cor. 12). 
Thus, Paul does his utmost to express the idea of church unity in its diversity. 
The human body is by far the most amazing organic creation of God. It is 
marvelously complex yet unified, with unparalleled harmony and interrelatedness. 
It is a unit; it cannot be subdivided into several bodies. If it is divided, the part that 
is cut off ceases to function and dies, and the rest of the body loses some of its 
functions and effectiveness. The body is immeasurably more than the sum of its 
parts (MacArthur 1984:310). 
All parts of the body are equally important to the whole organism. Only all in 
unity they may compose the body. This significant idea is also expressed in the 
following verses. This was the very idea that Paul desired to reach the hearts of 
Corinthians with, to place it in their hearts filled with a spirit of individualism, common 
to the Greek Gentile society (Meeks 1986:50). 
The word µEl.l] reflects both quantitative and qualitative sides (Medvedev 
1998:59). Paul does not oppose individuality in a positive sense of the word. He does not 
preach uniformity. "That was the Corinthian error, to think that uniformity was a value, 
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or that it represented true spirituality" (Fee 1987:602). Thus, the true church unity is 
expressed in the diversity of its members. 58 
The author communicates this thought by the means of a chiasm. 
1Cor.12:12 
Al KaecfTIEP yap 1:0 owµa EV Eo'l:tv 
Bl KCll µEAT] 'TTOAAU EXH, 
B2 'TTUV'l:Cl OE i:a µEA.I] 'l:OU owµttw<; 'TTOAAU 
A2 OV'l:Cl EV Eo'l:tv owµtt, OUtW<; KIXL 6 Xp uno<;· 
The first part (Al and Bl) speaks about diversity whereas the second part (A2 and 
B2) deals with the unity and inseparability of the Body. 
The word TiaV'l:Cl (all without exceptions) reflect the integrity of the organism. 
There are many members but all of them, without exceptions, comprise one body (Bauer 
1979 631-632). 
The phrase oucw<; Kal 6 XpLoto<; (also is Christ) is the pivotal point of the studied 
passage. Paul does not intend to say that the Church is similar to the body. He says, "The 
Church is the Body". 
In conclusion, we can state that Paul saw the Church of Christ as a united and 
inseparable organism in all its diversity. 
Second, Paul points out to the Corinthians that all believers are baptized 
(immersed) into one Body by one Spirit (in one Spirit). What does he imply by that? 
There cannot be or rather must not be different factions and communities of believers. 
All Christians belong to one Body of Christ. 
There also must not be many spirits guiding Christians. 59 There is one Spirit 
through whom the believers are placed into the Body of Christ and to whom they should 
surrender. Christ is undivided as well the Spirit. Inv. 1: 13 Paul puts a rhetorical 
58 
"The Church is a body of gifted members which functions in unity and diversity. 
Nobody can exalt any ministry or gift as an exceptional sign of the manifestation of the 
Spirit" (Sproul 1997: 140-141 ). 
59 As opposed to their lives prior to conversion. The words "idols" and "led" (12:2) are 
in plural 
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question, "Is Christ divided?" The same question might be asked concerning the third 
Person of the Deity "Is the Holy Spirit divided?" If the Corinthians had perceived these 
essential truths, would they have divided, trusting human authority, would they have 
trusted the guidance of spirits opposing Scripture (2 Pe. I :21 )? Paul wished they had 
understood him. 
For Paul the reception of the Spirit is the sine qua non of Christian life. The Spirit 
is what essentially distinguished the believer from nonbeliever (2: 10-14); the Spirit 
is what especially marks the beginning of Christian life (Gal. 3:2-3); the Spirit 
above all is what makes a person a child of God (Rom. 8:14-17). Thus, it is natural 
for him to refer to their unity in the body in terms of the Spirit. Indeed, despite the 
considerable literature on this text suggesting otherwise,,Paul's present concern is 
not to delineate how an individual becomes a believer, but to explain how they, 
through many, are one body. The answer: the Spirit, whom all alike have received 
(Fee 1987:603). 
Having touched on this theme, we have to pay attention to the nature of baptism 
into the Body of Christ. There are several interpretations of the current Scripture passage 
(1 Cor. 12:12-13). 
The Passive Voice of the aorist verb EBAPTISTHEEMEN denotes an action that 
has been exercised over the community of believers. They all have been baptized 
(immersed; placed) by someone into the Body of Christ. 
Many theologians agree that baptism is done into the Body of Christ; however, 
they disagree concerning the doer, whether it is Jesus Christ or the Holy Spirit.60 Some 
theologians affirm that baptism in the Holy Spirit described in the Gospels, in the Book 
of Acts and in 1 Corinthians is of the same nature. Others differentiate the baptism in 1 
Cor. 12: 13 from the one in the Gospels and in the Book of Acts. The first is seen as the 
baptism where the Holy Spirit baptizes into the Body of Christ, the second is viewed as 
the baptism where Christ baptizes into the Holy Spirit. The baptism described in Paul's 
epistle is linked with the revival whereas the second one talks about an event that 
empowers the believers for ministry. This disagreement still causes contentions among 
churches and within them. 
Before we move on to a detailed study of the passage, let us discuss the nature of 
the baptism. The baptism of the New Testament has ancient roots. Non-Jews who 
desired to "join the covenant of Abraham with God" were added to the Jewish nation 
60 Some affirm that Jesus Christ provides baptism (Pache 1995 :46-47), others - the Holy 
Spirit does it (FLSBNT 1997:561 ). 
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through the rite of circumcision followed by immersing into water, which symbolized 
"the washing off- the death of the previous religious life" (Cohn-Sherbok D. & Cohn-
Sherbok L. 1995:173, see also Elwell 2000:515). 
The Christian rite of baptism is rooted in a Jewish practice of proselyte initiation; 
however, unlike in Christian baptism, children born of a Jewish mother do not 
partake of Judaism through circumcision: this ritual simply confirms their 
Jewishness. Whereas Christian baptism signifies that a person joins a voluntary 
community of believers and is a necessary requirement of his membership in it 
(Cohn-Sherbok D. & Cohn-Sherbok L. 1995:174). 
In the New Testament, we come across narrations of different baptisms (Heb. 6: 1-
2): with water, fire, by Spirit, etc. Though they have different purposes, the essence of 
the baptism is the same: someone is immersed somewhere for a certain purpose with the 
help of somebody or something (Stott 1979:40). 
The story of the baptism given by John (Mt. 3:11) shows that John was the one 
who baptized, the recipients were those who believed his preaching, the instrument of 
the baptism was water,61 the sphere of the baptism was repentance,62 and the goal of it 
was the preparation to the encounter with the Messiah. 
In the New Testament, we read about seven occasions of the baptism by the Holy 
Spirit (in the Spirit). Let us consider their nature. We look closer at Mt. 3:11-12, Mk 
1:8, Lk. 3:16-17, Jn. 1:33, Acts 1:1:5-8, 11:16-18, I Cor. 12:13 with a help of the 
following chart. 
61 Water was a symbol of cleansing (cf 1 Pe. 3:21). 
62 The community of those who repented is meant. 
Mt. 3:11-12 
Mk 1:8 
I Lk 3:16 
Jn. 1:33 
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63 It could be referred to grace or community of believers. 
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The table analysis allows us to arrive at the following conclusions: 
Pronouns "you" and "we" describe believers who have already experienced 
baptism of the Holy Spirit and those who will believe and be baptized in future. 
Jesus Christ appears as the one who baptizes in Mt. 3:11-12, Mk 1:8, Lk 3:16-17, 
and Jn. I :33. 
Apparently, in the baptisms described in Acts I :1 :5-8 and 11 :16-18 Christ is the 
b . 64 apt1zer. 
The Holy Spirit is the instrument (medium) ofbaptism65 in all the selected 
passages. 
The Gospels and the Book of Acts talk not about baptism (immersing) of the 
believers into the Holy Spirit and their empowering for ministry but rather about 
setting them apart for the kingdom (Acts 1 :6) and salvation (Acts 11: 18) as 
opposed to the wicked, destined for the unquenchable fire. 
Believers receive the power not as a result of their baptism into the Holy Spirit but 
because of their baptism into the Body of Christ and their dwelling in the Spirit. 66 
The doctrine of two baptisms attributed to Jesus Christ in one case and the Holy 
Spirit in another makes the latter insufficient. 67 
64 The parallel ofJohn the Baptist's baptism points to it in both cases ("John truly 
baptized with water; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost"). 
65 Preposition EV together with Dative case may convey: 1) a sphere of dwelling; 2) 
dependence of something; 3) condition of dwelling; 4) instrument or agency; 5) 
proportionality or conformity; 6) time (Weisman [1899] 1991 :427). In this particular 
case EV TTVEuµan ay{w most likely refers to a means of immersing, since the sphere has 
already been indicated. However, it can be the sphere as well, e.g. an astronaut can be on 
the orbit and in a shuttle at the same time. Here a believer by the Holy Spirit and in the 
Spirit is immersed into the Body of Christ and, therefore, dwells in Christ and in the 
Holy Spirit simultaneously. 
It is important to note here that the Holy Spirit cannot be the baptizing one. 
Grudem (1994:768) mentions the following, "To be baptized "by" someone in the New 
Testament is always expressed by the preposition hypo followed by a genitive noun. 
This is the way New Testament writers say that John the Baptist baptized people in the 
Jordan River. (Matt. 3:6; Mark 1 :5; Luke 3:7) or that Jesus was baptized "by" John 
(Matt. 3: 13; Mark I :9), or that the Pharisees had not been baptized "by" John (Luke 
7:30), or that John the Baptist told Jesus, "I need to be baptized by you" (Matt. 3: 14). 
Therefore, if Paul had wanted to say that the Corinthians had all been baptized by the 
Holy Spirit he would have used hypo plus the genitive, not en plus the dative". 
66 Perhaps, Luke deliberately used in Acts 2 the term "filled with the Holy Spirit" 
instead of"baptized by the Holy Spirit". 
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Having summarized the results of the research concerning baptism in the Spirit, we 
can state that baptism is an event, in which Christ comes as a giver of baptism, the Holy 
Spirit is the medium of baptism whereas the sphere of baptism is the Church, the 
community of believers destined for salvation.68 All believers join the Church. Believers 
are initially filled with the Holy Spirit at the moment of their spiritual baptism. They 
should make a certain effort in order to reach unity and be enabled for witnessing (Phil 
2:2; Eph. 5:18). 
Is it correct to identify or link the baptism in the Spirit with baptism with water,69 
as some Christian tend to do? Apparently, not 
(1) John contrasts baptism with water to baptism in Spirit(Mt 3:11; Lk 3:16-17). 
(2) The text in 1 Cor. 12:13 points out that the medium (instrument) of baptism is 
not water but the Holy Spirit. 
(3) The word "baptism" does not always imply immersing into water (Mk 10:38; 
Lk 12:50; Acts 1:5). 
( 4) Earlier (12:4-11) Paul discussed not baptism with water, but the Holy Spirit who 
is a foundation for unity (Fee 1987:604). 
Bruce expressed the connection between these two types of baptism as follows: 
Faith-union with Christ brought his people into membership of the Spirit-baptized 
community, procuring for them the benefits of the once-for-all outpouring of the 
Spirit at dawn of the new age, while baptism in water was retained as the outward 
and visible sign of their incorporation "into Christ" (cf Gal 3:27). And as it was 
in one Spirit that they were all baptized, therefore it was into one body that they 
were all baptized (Carson 1987:43). 
67 According to their position in Christ, Christiar;s must be in unity, which was not true 
in reality. Paul talks about baptism of the Holy Spirit ofall believers, both spiritual and 
carnal. 
68 Preposition Elc; preceding Elc; 'Ev awµa EPam(oSriµEV denotes an inside movement from 
outside. "Perhaps, apostle Paul, having used this preposition, wanted to show how Jesus 
Christ takes people of different nationalities and social status out of the sinful world and 
places them into a new sphere, new relationships with other people, and a new union 
with Christ (Medvedev 1998:62). 
69 Archimandrite Ambrose writes, "As a red thread in the Holy Scriptures there is an 
idea that human sins are washed off by the Holy Baptism, in which a man receives 
spiritual revival" (Ambrose (Yurasov) 1994:55). Cyril ofJerusalem also talks about 
revival in baptism with water (Archbishop Sergey (Stragorodsky) 1991: 1 71). 
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We could have discussed other questions such as "whether this baptism brings 
about this body, or incorporates people into a body that is already preexistent" or 
"whether baptism in the Spirit follows conversion" (Carson 1987:44-45). These aspects, 
however, are not directly related to the topic of unity so we will not discuss them here. 
The phrase "have been all made to drink into one Spirit" in 1 Cor. 12:13 is of 
particular interest. There are several interpretations of this phrase. Calvin, Luther, 
Cusemann, and Conzelmann related it to the Lord's Supper. Some others link it to a 
spiritual experience that follows rebirth (baptism of the Holy Spirit) (Fee 1987:604). 
We doubt that Paul desired to portray participation of the baptized in the Lord's 
Supper since in Eucharist the participants partake of wine, which embodies the blood of 
Christ, not the Holy Spirit (Medvedev 1998:64). It is confirmed by a grammatical form 
of the verb EPOTISTHEEMEN (passive aorist), which indicates the completion of an 
action, which is not repeated (Fee 1987:604). 
Fee considers it a Semitic parallelism, where both phrases "baptized in the Spirit" 
and "have been all made to drink into one Spirit" imply the same meaning by 
supplementing each other (ibid.). A believer dwells in the Spirit and the Holy Spirit 
dwells in him simultaneously (cf Jn. 7:37-39; 1421-23; I Jn. 2:5). 
3.2.3.2. The unity in a human body (12:14-30) 
Whereas 1 Cor. 12:12-13 points the Corinthians to what makes them one (their 
status in one inseparable body of Christ and "drinking from one Spirit") the following 
passage (12:14-30) conveys the idea of true unity and the ways ofreaching it. Here Paul 
gives an example ofa human body. Metonymy underlines Paul's thought. 
No sane person will ever say that he does not need some part of his body. He will 
never throw out not even one of them. He will never ever think of it. On the contrary, 
like the author of psalms, he may say, "I am fearfully and wonderfully made" (Ps. 
13914). 
The first thing to consider is, "For the body is not one member, but many" (12:14). 
What is Paul's purpose in saying so? Apparently, he desires that those who felt superior 
because of their gifts would give up their incorrect views. Other people also possess no 
less important gifts that are equally needed as any other part of a human body. The 
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apostle addresses those who were depressed because they did not have exceptional gifts 
in their point of view. He desires to show them that their gifts are as significant to the 
body as the rest of them. "If the foot shall say, because I am not the hand, I am not of the 
body; is it therefore not of the body?" (12:14). The body cannot consist of a body alone 
(12:17,19). It is nonsense! 
Second, the author reminds his readers that God gives the gifts according to His 
will. Verse 12: 18 urges us to think logically. Can we blame God for granting another 
person a role in the Body different from the one we wanted to play? Did God make a 
mistake by giving her an unattractive gift? Is anybody able to resist God's will? No way. 
Third, a person who desires to have exceptional gifts frequently acts according to 
the flesh, not to the Spirit. The gifts, which seem for him to be more feeble, are 
indispensable in God's eyes (12:22). Often a person's understanding of her role in the 
body is wrong. 
Perhaps some neglected church members thought they were not worthy of 
attention. The apostle states the opposite On the contrary, the members of the body, 
which were thought to be less honorable, have to be given more abundant honor (12:23-
24 ). On the other hand, those who felt superior were motivated by these words to honor 
the rest of the church. Thus, Paul addresses both sides encouraging them to live in unity 
and take care of each other (12:25). 
Fourth, the author aims at showing his readers their interdependence (26-27). If 
one member is sick, the whole body is in pain, and vice versa, a healthy condition of one 
member produces joy in others. 70 One cannot exist without the other. Otherwise, they 
are dead parts. 
The end of the chapter (12:28-30) summarizes Paul's thoughts. God has granted a 
particular ministry and a gift to every member of the Body of Christ. Obviously, all 
believers cannot share the same gift. 
70 The Discipleship Course (Neigbour & McElrat 1993 :26) gives the following example, 
"I am sorry for my bad writing, my foot hurts". Indeed, the pain in a limb produces 
suffering of the whole body. 
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3.2.4. The use of the gifts in the church (12:31-14:40) 
3.2.4.1. Attitude towards the gifts 
We have stated earlierthatthe administration of spiritual gifts belongs to the Holy 
Spirit. How should the members of the Body of Christ treat these gifts? 
Undoubtedly, each received gift must be treated thankfully (see Eph. 5:16,18; 
Rom. 12:1-2), knowing that God does not make mistakes and that all things work 
together for good (Rom. 8:28). How do we treat gifts, which we desire to possess but 
have not received them yet? It is no secret, believers hold different views on the subject. 
Some say that xap[aµcmio is a gift and it should not be asked from God: He knows what 
His children need. Others believe that we may boldly ask it from God. Why so many 
opinions that cause divisions in churches and among churches? The problem is that there 
are many interpretations of a few particular passages of Scripture. 
Let us look at 1 Cor. 12:31; 14: 1 and 14:39 first. The key word here is i;;riA.ov·rn 
(Imper., Act.). In a positive sense it means I) to strive, to desire, to exert oneself 
earnestly (Bauer 1979:338) and 2) to set one's heart on, to have deep concern for (Louw 
& Nida). Paul encourages the Corinthians to seek spiritual gifts. What does it mean? 
Bengel provides a short clear answer, "Believers may dream of a gift; the Spirit 
administers gifts as He wishes" (Cleon L. Rogers, Jr. & Cleon L. Rogers ill 2001 :60l)n 
3.2.4.2. The purpose of gifts and ministries 
Paul, in the first place, points out that ministries and gifts are given by Christ and 
the Holy Spirit so that believers take care one for another (12:25). Ministries and gifts 
are not a reward, but God's grace. They are not given to believers so that they might feel 
superior to other members of the Body or count on more attention and honor if they 
possess outward gifts of the Spirit. God grants His gifts so that Christians might minister 
with them to each other (cf. 1 Pe. 4:10). Metonymy, employed by Paul, shows this truth 
in the best way possible. Not a single part of a human body ever thought that it was 
71 Cf Jesus' prayer in Gethsemane, "And he went a little further, and fell on his face, 
and prayed, saying, 0 my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me: 
nevertheless not as I will, but as thou wilt (Mt. 26:39). 
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better than others were. It never considered whether the rest of parts were needed at all. 
Each member needs others and cannot afford being independent. It is dead without other 
members. "In a healthy human body different parts cooperate with each other and even 
partly substitute one for another in case of crisis" (Wiers be 1990: 130). 72 Some interior 
organs are much more vital. Their dysfunction inevitably leads to death,73 while "a man 
who lost his eye, arm, or leg can still live" (Boor 1989:221 ). Understanding of the 
significance of each member of the Body "was missing in Corinth where powerful 
members acted regardless of everything and paraded their 'freedom' whereas 
particularly gifted lived by their self-esteem. Now the church needed to go back to love 
that builds up" (Boor 1989:222). 
Mutual care prevents divisions in the body. One gives another whatever he needs 
and receives such help back that only another member is able to provide. That is 
how it should work in Church. An exaggerated attention towards one gift of the 
Spirit will result in conflict and contentions (MacDonald 2000:885). 
Second, a Christian is called to praise God through his ministries and gifts. Paul 
writes, "1xaoi:0 i5€ i5(i5ow.L Ti cpav<"pwoLi; i:oii nvEuµai:oi; npoi; i:o ouµcp<"pov" (1 Cor. 
12:7). The main meaning of the word cpaviopwoL<; (bringing to light, disclosure) is to 
make something known, clear, and obvious (MacArthur 1993 :3 84). For example, the 
word cpavEpw9ij Jes us uses to demonstrate that nothing can be concealed; at some time it 
will be revealed. In 2 Tim. 1:10 the word cpaVEpw8Ei.oav is used as "revealed" grace 
(made manifest - KJV; has now been revealed - NN). The word cpavEpwoEL Paul 
employs in 1 Cor. 4:5, when he talks about disclosure of the counsels of the hearts 
(make manifest - KJV; will expose - NN) by God as well as in 2 Cor. 4:2, when he 
speaks about revelation of truth to men (by manifestation - KJV; by setting forth-
NN). In 1 Cor. 12:7 the apostle also uses this word to demonstrate the task of spiritual 
72 An ordinary old woman with the gift of prayer might be more important than an 
energetic man known for his activities (Boor 1989:221). 
73 That is why these organs are the most protected by the skeleton and other parts of the 
body (MacArthur 1993:420). 
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gifts: "do it so that because of them the Holy Spirit becomes known, clear, and obvious 
in the Church and worldwide" (MacArthur 1993 :3 84-385). 74 
Third, gifts are designed to make the Gospel accessible for people (1 Cor. 2:5). Due 
to this gift alone, which assisted Paul in ministry (Rom. 15:16), the apostle could have 
reached many nations with the Good News. 
3.2.4.3. Administration and the Use of Gifts in the Chnrch 
Paul draws the attention of the Corinthians to a number of important truths. 
First, spiritual gifts are given to every believer, not chosen members only (EKaoiw ). 
"There are no Christians left without some kind of ministry" (MacDonald 2000:882). 
History demonstrates numerous examples when church authorities took all 
responsibilities upon themselves, and, as a result, the gifts of church members were left 
unclaimed (Boor 1989:213). In such situations, the Church as the Body of Christ could 
not function normally. It became disproportional. The leaders in charge committed 
themselves to ministries they actually could not carry out since they lacked necessary 
gifts. Laymen, on the contrary, became spiritually weak since they had no opportunities 
to practice their gifts. 
Second, Christians are provided with gifts and ministries for their benefit. The 
word ouµijiEpov (1 Cor. 12:7) consists of two words: ouv and ijlEpw. The first one, as it has 
been mentioned above, generates the meaning of accompaniment, correlation, and 
participation in compound words. The second is used as "bring, carry, and produce". 
Literally, it means, "bring together". This word is also used in the meaning of"help, 
produce profit". Thus, we can say that gifts and ministries are given to the community 
for their mutual benefit.75 
Third, gifts and ministries are distributed among Christians as the Holy Spirit 
wills (jlouJ..mxt) (12:11,18). The Holy Spirit has His own plans and intentions 
concerning each member of the Body. That is why every believer must gratefully 
74 The same is applicable to praising of Christ and God the Father (1 Cor. 10:31 ). 
75 Parts of a human body fulfill one task: they contribute to the purpose of the whole 
body and are of benefit to each other. 
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receive any gift from God since he knows that all things work together for good (Rom. 
8:28). 
3.2.4.4. The most important conditions for the use of gifts 
(1) Love is one of the most important conditions for the use of gifts and carrying 
out of entrusted ministries 76 The passage 12:31-14:1 clearly demonstrates this while a 
chiasm 77 highlights this truth. 
Paul employs a number of practical examples in order to show the necessity of 
love by applying those examples also to himself It implies that all Christians including 
the apostles need love not just individual believers in Corinth. If a Christian speaks with 
the tongues of men and of angels, and has not love, he becomes as an icy cold metal that 
freezes one's body and soul. If a Christian speaks beautifully, and has no love, he does 
not draw people to himself, he pushes them away. People consider him a hypocrite. 
Though a Christian has the gift of prophecy from God, and understands all mysteries, and 
though he has all faith, so that he could remove mountains, but has no love, he and his 
ministry are nothing. If a Christian is ready to sacrifice his goods and give his body to be 
burned, and has not love, he will not benefit from it. On the contrary, he will be seen as 
an irrational fanatic. 
Later in the chapter (12:4-7) Paul portrays a true love which is expressed through 
deeds not words, such love that the Corinthians lacked. 
Hodge pointed out that the Corinthians were impatient, unsatisfied, envious, 
arrogant, selfish, untactful, indifferent towards feelings and interests of others, 
suspicious, susceptible, and quick to judge. That is why the apostle contrasts their 
condition with signs of true love (MacDonald 2000:888). 
Love suffers long. The word µaKpoeuµn is most frequently used in the New 
Testament to denote delayed reaction to some actions. In Rom. 9:22, Paul applied it to 
76" lh . 
. . Pau ad taught. .. that love was of greater value than any gift" (Hodge 1950:278). 
Gaffin (1998:586) expresses the same thought. 
77 It has already been mentioned above. 
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demonstrate God's patience towards sinners destined to perish. Love is slow to react to 
evil conduct; it endures mocking and superciliousness. Love is kind It shows love to 
others without bias. Love envies not. 18 It is not jealous of somebody else's success, 
ministry, gifts, and conditions; "it feels joy when others are praised and exalted" 
(MacDonald 2000:888). Love boasts not, it is not puffed up. It does exalt itself but 
ascribes all achievements to God not itself. Love does not behave itself unseemly (ouK 
&oxriµovEL). It is tactful, polite, and considerate. Love seeks not its own. Love does not 
seek profit; it desires to be caring and helpful to others. It is happy that others who 
possess outward gifts of the Spirit may serve the Lord with them. It understands that 
each member of the Body of Christ contributes to community life and praises his Savior. 
Love is not easily provoked. It is ready to endure scorns and insults. Love thinks no evil. 
It is not suspicious of others, it does not take revenge, and does not desire to do harm to 
those who are more successful. Love rejoices not in iniquity but rejoices in the truth. It 
does not enjoy somebody else's failures as most competitors do. Love is sympathetic. 
Being a part of community, Jove rejoices at any success. Love bears all things. It is 
quick to forgive and never puts flaws of others on display. Love believes all things and 
attempts to interpret deeds and actions in a positive light Love hopes all things. It hopes 
that God will mold every person and accomplish His goals. Love endures all things. It 
endures mocking, arrogance, and enjoys everything the Lord has given it. 
The passage from 1 Cor. 13:1-13 is obviously directed against such "exaltation" 
when striving for more effective gifts (prophecy, glossalalia, and knowledge) caused 
envy, arrogance, irritation, and other similar sins. Then the most important thing -
love - was lost (Dunn 1997:229-230). 
(2) The second necessary requirement for the ministry and the use of gifts is the 
benefit for each member and the Body of Christ as a whole. 79 Paul reveals this truth as 
he compares the gift of tongues with the gift of prophecy. 
78 
" ... in the two remaining passages at 1 Cor. 13 :4 and Jas. 4:2 we may deduce from the 
context that t;riA,ouv is not so much directed towards the edification of the community 
but is rather an uncontrolled outburst. Thus in 1 Cor. 13 :4 it has the general sense of "to 
envy," "to be passionate", ... " (Kittel 1964:888). 
79 Earlier we have discussed the meaning of the word "auµcji.'pov". 
"For Paul the charismatic experience is characterized not only by exaltation and the 
depth ofrevelation (cf 2 Cor. 12:2-4), but explicable words, which are uttered by a 
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The gift of tongues in Corinth that some were pride of and others longed to acquire 
was useless to the Church unless the tongues are interpreted. In this case the gift should 
be exercised in "one's prayer room not in church" (Yuncaala 1996:31). Even though, 
Paul recommends an owner of the gift to ask also for the gift of interpretation in order to 
bear fruit both for the spirit and the mind (1 Cor_ 14:14-15). A chiasm in verses 12-17 
allows us to arrive at this conclusion. 
Al. oui:wi; KaL uµEii;, ETIEl (T]A.wi:al E01:E 1TVEUµai:wv, 11poi; ·~v OLKOlioµ~v 
i:fji; EKKAT]olai; ( rii:Ei i:E 'lva 11Ep LOOEUTJ1:E 
Bl. oLo o A.a/..wv y/..woou 11pooEUxi'aew \'.va liLEpµrivEUlJ 
Cl. €av yap 11po0Euxwµat yA.woou. i:o 11vEiiµa µou 11pooEUXE•m. 
6 oE voiii; µou &rnpmli; EOHV 
C2. i:l oi'iv EaHV 11pooEu~oµaL n~ 11vEuµan, 11p00Eu~oµat OE 
Kai. i:Q vot· i)raA.w i:<.:) 11vEuµan, i)ra/..w Ii( Kai. i:Q vot 
B2. E-rrEl Etlv EUAoyf}c; Ev TIVEUµettt, 6 &vccrrAT)pWv -rOv -rdTiov i:oU 
iliLW1:0U 11wi; EpE1 1:0 'Aµ~v E11L i:n on EUXUPLOclc;< 






A2. OU µEv yap KIXAW<; EUX1XPL01:EL<; aU' 0 EcEpoi; OUK OLKolioµEi1:1Xt 17 
Verses 12-13, 16-17 speak about the edification of the church. Verses 14-15 urge 
those who possess the gift of tongues to pray for the gift of interpretation so that the 
whole church would be edified, not their mind only. 80 
Verse 13 confirms our conclusion: a person praying in an unknown tongue should 
ask for the gift of interpretation of his own prayer. 81 Apparently, it is important not only 
for edifying one's mind but probably for testing whether it was from God or not. 82 
believerto edify and exhort one another (1 Cor. 14:3-5, 16-19, 24-25) .. Whatever does 
not benefit others does no good to the church" (Dunn 1997:230). 
80 There are also other interpretations of this passage, for instance some people say, that 
there is no need to interpret the prayer in tongues so that the Devil would not understand 
it. 
81 KN and NN give exactly the same translation. 
82 Apparently, there were true and false gifts in Corinth. We will discuss it later. 
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The gift of prophecy is most important for edification, exhortation, and comfort 
both for the whole church and individuals (1 Cor. 14:2-3). Paul urges the Corinthians to 
seek this kind of gift. One needs to notice, that any gift used for edification of the church 
is useful (14:26). 
(3) The third important condition is the necessity of God's guidance. Paul writes in 
14:22, "WotE etL yl-waaetL El<; oT]µEiov Elatv mi i:ol:i; matEuouoLv &u& i:ol:i; &11£01:0Li;, ~ 
OE 11pocjJTjtELCl OU tol:i; oc11£otoli; &u& i:ol:i; 1TLOtEUOUOLV". Whom are believers called to 
minister to with their gifts? Paul says that an unknown tongue is a sign for unbelievers. 
What does the word "sign" (aT]µEiov) mean? Who are considered unbelievers? There are 
several interpretations (Hodge 1950:294-296): (1) Some employ the word aT]µEiov as 
mark or proof like in 2 Cor. 12:12 and conclude that "Tongues are a proof that those 
among whom they are used are not believers, but unbelievers"83 ; (2) Others use the word 
OT]µEiov in the meaning of prodigy or wonder and believe that, "Tongues are a wonder 
designed not for the benefit of believers, but for unbelievers"84; (3) The third use the 
word OT]µE1ov as a sign of judgment on those who rejected faith in their stubbomness85; 
( 4) The fourth think that OT]µE16v must signify some indication to divine presence86, and 
become a sign for those who are disobedient. 
It is hard to agree to the first two interpretations since they contradict the context. 
As for the fourth interpretation, it is difficult to conform to Hodge's opinion that the 
tongue as a sign must be distinguished from the tongue as a gift. The context of chapters 
12-14 does not allow us to arrive at a similar conclusion. Paul keeps talking about gifts 
83 In this case OT]µEtov is a sign of, but not to or for. 
84 However, such interpretation of the given verse contradicts 14:24. 
85 MacArthur, as he studies 14:20-25 and Is. 28:9-11, assumes that the gift of tongues 
was meant for Israel as a sign of condemnation for unbelief and rejection of Christ 
(MacArthur 1993:502). Wiersbe holds to the same opinion (Wiersbe 1990:142). 
MacDonald goes further. He considers as unbelievers not only Israel, but all people, who 
rejected the Word of God and closed their hearts for the truth (MacDonald 2000:893). 
FSLBNT gives a similar interpretation (1997:566). 
86 Hodge holds the same opinion (1950:296). He points out that one must not mix the 
phenomenon of signs and the gift of tongues. He gives an example of Israelites, "When 
Hebrews were disobedient God sent foreigners among them". 
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and a sudden shift from the term "gift" to the term "sign" is barely possible. Most likely, 
the gift of tongues is a sign in particular cases. 
As for unbelievers, it seems that not only Israelites are meant, who rejected Christ, 
but also disobedient church members. The context and Paul's reference to a particular 
historical example from the Old Testament (Is. 28:9-11; Deut. 28:49) point to that. 
Israel's disobedience led to captivity and the dwelling among people speaking in a 
foreign language. Community prayers in other tongues without interpretation break the 
order. It condemns believers whose conduct demonstrates that they have departed from 
truth. 
Paul employs a very interesting literary device, which helps him to show that 
believers who break God's will, in essence, become unbelievers, whereas unbelievers, 
when they tum to God, become believers_ This truth grows to be more clear when the 
author says that prophecy is a sign for believers_ However, prophecy caused unbelievers 
to tum to God (14:24-25). Yet, at the same time, when a believer ignores the prophecy, 
God rebukes him in an unknown tongue. This truth can be depicted as follows. 
Tongues Prophecy 
~ J.,_< ~ • 'J <:"! \~'J.o¢ """ - .... 
-
Un e 1evers Be 1evers 
As we analyze the material given above, we can arrive at the conclusion that the 
Holy Spirit introduces a special means of communication with people, both believers 
and unbelievers. If believers keep the order established by God, then speaking and 
praying in tongues, provided there is interpretation present, are normal. In this case, both 
the church is edified and unbelievers (Jews), present at worship service, are rebuked. If 
church members do not keep God's rules, then speaking and praying in tongues without 
interpretation condemns believers. They should change something in their lives. 
Meanwhile, unbelievers, attending worship services, are not edified and tempted. 
The correct reaction of believers and church leadership to God's actions, 
undoubtedly, will contribute to church unity. 
(4) Another important condition forthe use of gifts is the necessity of keeping a 
specified order for ministering with gifts set by God (14:26-38)_ First, all gifts must 
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work for the edification of the church. «How is it then, brethren? when ye come 
together, every one of you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, 
hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto edifying» (14:26). At first glance, this 
verse speaks more about the purpose of gifts. Nonetheless, a more detailed analysis 
helps us to see that he urges every church member, before he or she has begun to 
minister in the church, to think whether it edifies and builds up the whole church. The 
word olKolioµ~v (up building, strengthening, encouragement, building, structure) always 
stresses the idea of making and building up a community, rather than its destruction. 
Church leaders are fully responsible for believers' participation in worship service. 
Second, the leaders should not overload worship services with excessive 
sermons, speaking in tongues (provided there is an interpreter); it must be structured in 
order to avoid confusion. Simultaneous prophesying and speaking in tongues are 
prohibited (14 :27,3 0-31 ). "Tongues were not to be exercised unless an interpreter was 
present. And at the most only three were to participate" (Pfeiffer & Harrison, WBC 
1990:1254). The negligence of set rules demonstrates the guidance of some other spirit, 
not the Spirit of God (14:32). Keeping God's rules, on the contrary, leads to peace and 
unity (14:33). 
Third, the prophecies must be judged and tested (14:29). The verb 6taKpwE1wocw 
(imper.; pres.) Paul uses in another grammatical form in 1 Cor. 4:7, when he speaks 
about God who distinguishes between believers and other people, and in Rom. 14:23, 
where he talks about a damned person, acting not according to faith. The process of 
discernment (11vEUµanKciic; 11vEUµanKu ouyKplvov1Ec;) was necessary to evaluate those 
prophecies. Compatibility of the prophecies with the apostolic tradition was an 
important criterion for their validity. 
Dunn, as he speaks about criteria for validity, writes the following (1997:229): 
One of the criteria was kerygmatic traditions and legends about Jesus, which Paul 
communicated to converts, when they joined the church: those traditions in planted 
churches were some sort of constitution. These are the traditions Paul keeps 
referring to in his First Epistle to the Corinthians in order to solve debatable issues 
concerning "exalted" believers in Corinth (see especially I Cor. 9:14, 11:23,12:3, 
15:3) ... To Paul only such religious experience, which was consistent with 
foundational traditions, came from the Spirit. The Spirit of Christ must be in 
agreement with the Law of Christ (1 Cor. 9:21, Gal. 6:2). 
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Fourth, women were not allowed to speak in church. 87 There are a number of 
interpretations concerning this verse. Some scholars argue that Paul prohibited women 
from "chatting", not teaching in church. MacDonald (2000:895) writes the following: 
It is often claimed that in this verse Paul prohibited women from chatting and 
gossiping during worship service. However, this interpretation is incorrect. The 
word translated here as «speak» (A.aA.Elv), had no meaning of «to chat>> in Greek 
koine. The same word is applied to God in verse 21 of the given chapter and Heb. 
I: I. It means, «speak authoritatively». 
Other theologians, probably taking into consideration I Cor. 11 :5, believe that 
women are not allowed to teach in church, except for special occasions when they are 
«under an extraordinary impulse of the Spirit>> (see Schoenhals, JWC 1990:520). Verses 
34-3 5 and the context dispute such interpretation. We may agree with MacArthur that 
women are not permitted to prophesy88 in church, nor in other places. Women, says 
MacArthur, are inevitably deluded when they usurp men's role (MacArthur 1993 :515) 89 
Paul suggested such order in others places beside Corinth. It was established in other 
churches (14:33,36) and was based not on apostle's words but God's commandments 
(14:37). 
Verses 14:39-40 conclude the theme of gifts. Paul did not prohibit the Corinthians 
from speaking in tongues since he also had this gift (14: 18). However, once again, he 
reminds of the advantages of prophesying and the necessity of keeping order in service 
"Let all things be done decently and in order". 
As we conclude the theme of spiritual gifts, let us consider briefly the time of 
their operation and how they relate to us. 90 These questions, which Paul touched on in 
his epistle, probably were not a serious problem for the Corinthians and the apostle just 
mentioned them casually. 
87 In all important manuscripts such as p 46 ~ AB'¥ 0150 0243 6 33 81 vs. 34-35 stand 
in this position, in some others, such as D F G, they follow 14:40. 
"That is what the context says. 
89 Law trespassing is meant here (Gen. 3:16 and I Tim 2:11-12). 
90 At present time this theme is a subject of theological debates. White interferes in one 
of the discussions between Gaffin and Grudem trying to restore the truth (White 
1992:180-181). He comes to the conclusion that this passage (13:10) can not be a basis 
for solving this argument. 
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However, contemporary Christians find these questions challenging. How long 
should particular gifts operate in the Church? The passage from 1 Cor. 13 :8-10 provides 
us with an answer. 
8 'H &ycfoTJ oU6i:11ocE 11[11cn· EhE oE 11pocjJTJcEUXL, KcmxpyT]Stjoov'tcn· EL'tE 
yA.wooaL. nauoov'taL· EhE yvwoLi;, KampyT]StjoHaL 9 EK µi:poui; yap 
ywwoKOµEV rnl, EK µi:poui; npocjJT]tEllOµEV· 10 ocav oE EA.91J co cEA.nov, co EK 
µi:poui; KOOtapyTj8tjoEcOOL 11 O'tE ~µT]V vtjmoi;, Uc±A.ouv wi; tjmoi;. Ecjip6vouv wi; 
vtjmoi;. UoyL(6µT]V wi; vtjmoi;· OcE yi:yova &vtjp, Ka'ttjpyT]Ka ta 'tOU VTJ1TLOU 12 
A.EnoµEV yap &pn ol' Eo01T'tpou EV alv(yµa'tl, dtE OE 11p6ow11ov npoi; 11p6ow11ov· 
&ptL ywwoKw 1'K µi:poui;, totE oE Emyvwooµat Ka9wi; KOOL E1TEyvulo9T]v 
Gifts will cease operating (Ka'tapyTJ9fioE'taL )91 , when the perfect (ti:A.Etov) comes. 
Nowadays there exist numerous interpretation of the word ti:A.nov. Some believe that 
tEA.uov is the time of the completion of the New Testament; others think it is the time of 
maturity; the third speak about the rapture of the Church; the fourth, like G. Fee, for 
example, suppose it is the Second coming of Christ (Fee 1987:646). MacArthur states 
that tEAELov is none of the mentioned above; it pertains to eternity (MacArthur 
1993:482). We may agree with the three last interpretations to some extent: at some 
moment in time, all people of God will see Christ (13:12a). 92 However, most likely, in 
this case the passage speaks about a personal encounter of every believer with Christ, 
since in verse 13: l 2b Paul talks about himself. Such interpretation is consistent with the 
context: it is important to keep in mind that the Corinthians longed to possess outward 
gifts of the Spirit. After believers have met Christ, they will not need them. 
The interpretation of the phrase E'ltE yA.wooaL, 11afoovtaL is somewhat difficult. 
Some believe, taking the Middle Voice of the verb 11afoovmt into consideration, that the 
gift of tongues will cease operation in some other way unlike the gifts of knowledge and 
prophecy. MacArthur says that the gift of tongues will disappear at a particular period. 93 
Others dispute this point of view. Negrov (1995 :66-67) writes, 
It should not be understood, therefore, that Paul, by using the middle voice here, 
characterizes the cessation of tongues in a different way than he does the 
91 The verb KatapyTj8tjoEmL in Passive Voice indicates that these gifts will not cease by 
themselves, someone will bring them to an end. 
92 The first two contradict v. 12. 
93 He links this period to the fall ofJerusalem and appearance of the New Testament 
books (MacArthur 1993:472-477). 
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cessation of both the gift of prophecy and the gift of knowledge ... Paul's motive 
here is not to distinguish one gift from another in regard to their cessation but 
simply to claim, "Love never fails, but the practice of all gifts will one day 
ceasen. 
Who is right then? All interpretations hold some truth. Both groups are correct: 
those, who direct their attention to the Middle Voice of the verb 1mliaovi:cn, and those, 
who say that Paul had no intention to talk about the upcoming cessation of tongues as 
his main goal was to show superiority of love over the gifts. Most likely, Paul wanted to 
say that at the moment of personal encounter with God, every believer will receive a 
new knowledge and a new revelation from the Lord94 and the gift of tongues will cease 
as unnecessary. 95 As we conclude the theme of spiritual gifts, we should say that 
spirituality is not about possession of gifts96 ; it is, in essence, an understanding of one's 
purpose and gratitude to God for the gifts and their appropriate use. 
94 The agent implied by the passive voice of the verbs rnmpyrie~oovi:(u and 
Ktm:tpy1)8~0E1:Cl L. 
95 Since its function as a sign of condemnation, as a means of edification, and as a 
testimony will become obsolete. 
96 Fee observes: "The clue to this emphasis lies with the Corinthians' understanding of 
tongues as evidence of their spirituality" (Fee 1987:642). 
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4. Conclusion 
In this research paper we dealt with the topic of "The Holy Spirit and the church in I 
Corinthians: The role of the Holy Spirit in building up church unity". 
In the beginning, we highlighted the relevance of the theme not only at the time 
of the epistle's writing, but also at later periods up to the present day. We have pointed 
out that the role of the Holy Spirit in building up church unity has received little 
attention by researches of the New Testament, including I Corinthians. Therefore, we 
embarked on an exegetical study of several passages of the epistle in order to expose the 
reasons for divisions and find ways Paul suggest to take to restore unity in the 
Corinthian church. 
We must note here that the task of the current research was not to execute a 
detailed analysis of all reasons that led to schism. Many reasons were just briefly 
mentioned. In our research, we focused mainly on those reasons that could be removed, 
according to the author, with the help of the Holy Spirit. 
As in any other exegetical research, we included an introduction to the epistle. We 
have showed that, despite some doubts concerning the integrity of the epistle expressed 
by a number of scholars, Pauline authorship is commonly recognized. We have 
demonstrated that the First Epistle to the Corinthians was written in 57 AD. from 
Ephesus. In the section "Pauline Communication and Correspondence with the 
Corinthians" we have explained that the First Epistle to the Corinthians is in fact the 
second of the four known epistles of Paul. 
The author of the epistle had the following goals: 
to call the church to unity; 
to explain the contents of the previous letter; 
to answer urgent questions asked by the Corinthians; 
to present the correct understanding of Christian freedom and dispute the 
rising Gnostic ideas; 
to correct the wrong eschatological view of the Corinthians; 
to communicate God's principle of reciprocal ministry of gifts and point to 
the importance of the guidance of the Holy Spirit 
We have also looked at the historical background as we described the political status 
of Corinth, its economical and moral conditions as well as cultural and religious life. We 
have observed that different levels of life and social status, within the Christian 
community in particular, their pagan past, religious and philosophical influences, 
undoubtedly, made a great impact on the spiritual condition of believers. 
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Further, we have mainly focused on exposing reasons, which led to contentions, and 
finding ways to restore unity. 
One of the reasons that caused divisions was a misunderstanding of baptism with 
water. Apparently, community members connected baptism with the one who baptized 
them. Paul disputes this incorrect view and points out that not the provider is important 
but the One in Whose name baptism is given since all baptized belong to Him. 
Another reason that led to disunity was a misunderstanding of the Cross of Christ. To 
Jews the Cross of Christ was a stumbling block, to Greeks it was foolishness. This 
particular issue had an effect on the Corinthians. Philosophy eclipsed the Gospel. 
Longing for wisdom, even hidden wisdom, feelings of superiority, and self-exaltation (1 
Cor. 1 :31) were the problems that caused disunity. Paul has the goal to demonstrate 
hollowness of philosophy and affirm the supremacy of the Cross. First, he points to 
eternal heritage that believers receive through Christ's sacrifice: wisdom of God, 
righteousness, sanctification, and redemption (1 :30). Is it possible for a human to acquire 
all these treasures without knowing Christ and His sacrifice? The message of Christ 
crucified was the foundation of faith in Corinth. It was not some philosophy or Paul's 
eloquence but the power of God that had brought the Corinthians to faith (2:4-5).97 In 
verses 2:1-5 Paul speaks about the source of salvation, which is not in philosophy but in 
the Good News and the One who made this salvation accessible - the Holy Spirit. The 
Gospel becomes understandable through the Holy Spirit (Pinnock 1993 :496). Paul 
longed to say that the way to salvation was opened by the Hole Spirit, not through 
philosophy; not human wisdom produces true and undivided knowledge of God but the 
Holy Spirit himself. There is no need to strive for human wisdom. It is important to trust 
the Holy Spirit. Second, Paul shows that without an understanding of Christ's sacrifice, 
spiritual growth and, consequently, spiritual unity is impossible. The Holy Spirit, not the 
hidden wisdom (2:6-16), reveals spiritual truths. Only through rebirth by the Holy Spirit 
97 The research paper shows the influence of Mvaµti; of God on building up faith and 
spiritual growth of Christians. 
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and with His help, one can perceive these truths. 98 If the Corinthians had understood 
those vital truths, there would be one less reason for divisions. 
The third reason for divisions was the weak spiritual condition of believers (3: 1-3). 
A comparative analysis of 1 Cor. 2-3 and Heb. 5:11-6:6 showed that this problem was 
the result of an misunderstanding of the Cross of Christ. It is important to comprehend 
that spiritual immaturity always leads to disunity. 
The fourth reason was a misunderstanding of their purpose on earth. The 
Corinthians sought earthly privileges and honors while they were called to bear the cross 
(48-13). 
The fifth reason for divisions were different views on marital relationships and 
different requirements for outward appearance (11:3-19). 99 
The sixth reason was the diverse economic and social status of believers. 
Yet, another reason was an incorrect view of spirituality and spiritual gifts (ch. 12-
14 ). Here Paul intended to tell the Corinthians the following: 
(1) They are immersed in one Body by the Holy Sprit. In reality, they are a whole 
organism, where divisions are simply impossible. Here the apostle points to unity 
and inseparability both of Christ and the Holy Spirit. When they are in Christ and 
in one Spirit contentions are impossible; 
(2) As they are saved through faith in Christ's sacrifice and by the Holy Spirit, they 
must trust God's guidance, and the guidance of the Holy Spirit in particular 
(122-3); 
(3) Every person receives not the gift he likes but the one God gives him as He wills 
(12 7,11 ); 
(4) Not all believers share one gift since the Body consists of many members; 
(5) Gifts are administered by the Holy Spirit for one's benefit: for praising God and 
ministering to one another; 
( 6) All spiritual gifts are equally important, some minor gifts may turn out to be the 
most needed; 
(7) All members of the Body are called to contribute to community life; 
98 
"But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God" (2:14). 
99 We have briefly mentioned this subject since Paul does not say directly what is the 
role of the Holy Spirit in achieving unity in this case. 
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(8) The ministry is effective if gifts operate properly. Among requirements for gift 
operation Paul highlights love, mutual benefit, understanding of gifts' purpose, 
submission to order set in the church by the Holy Spirit. 
Thus, Paul's desire is to demonstrate to the Corinthians that true spirituality consists 
not of human wisdom and outstanding gifts, but of the comprehension of Christ's 
sacrifice, their trust to the Holy Spirit, gratitude for the received gifts, and obedience 
through understanding community goals. Thus, appreciation of true spirituality by the 
Corinthians, their desire to praise God, to fulfill His will, and to minister to each other 
would inevitably bring the church to unity. 
We have also touched on some issues thatare still debatable in modern churches. 
(!)We discussed the issue of baptism with the Holy Spirit. We have showed that 
baptism is done into the Body of Christ through the Holy Spirit. "Drinking of the 
Holy Spirit" implies the indwelling of the Spirit in a believer and vice versa; 
(2) We have demonstrated that the gift of tongues is vital in post-apostolic times; 
however, its operation in churches is possible provided all requirements 
mentioned above are fulfilled. 
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-APPENDIX 
Structural scheme 1 Cor.12-14 
1 IIEpl OE 1:WV TTVEUµanKWV, UOEA<jio(, OU 8EAW uµiii; &yvoE1v. 
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,--- 2 OlOaTE 0-c L 0-rE Eev11 ~TE TipOr.; tO: ElOwAa tO: &cpwva W<; &v ~yEo6E 
' ' a11ayoµEvot. 
3 OLD yvwp[(w uµ1v on OOOELc; EV TTVEUµan eEoU AUAWV AEyEL, 
'Ava8Eµa 'It1aoui;, Kal OUOEli; ouvataL El11E1v, KupLOi; 'Iriaoili;, El µii 
' I I I ~ EV TTVEUµan UYL4J. 
- 4 Ll.LaLpEaEL<; OE xapLOµthwv Ela[v, 1:0 CE UU1:0 TTVEiiµa· 
5 \ S: I S: ,... ! \ t ! I I KIXL ulUlpEOEL<; uLUKOVLWV ELOLV, KUL 0 autoi; KUpLO<;' 
6 Kal OLULpEaEL<; EVEpyriµcftwv Ela[v' 0 OE aui:oi; 8Eoi; 6 EvEpywv t& 
Ticfvta Ev TiiiaLv. 
7 EKaattiJ liE o[oow.L ii ¢avE'pwati; rnu 11vEuµarni; 11poi; to 
auµ¢E'pov. 
8 <ii µlv yap Ota rnu TTVEUµarni; lilliotaL ).oyoi; aocji[ai;, &Ut:J OE 
A6yoi; YVW<JEW<; Kata tO UUtO TTVEUµa, 
9 EtEP<:J 11[ani; EV t<.\i aut<.\J TTVEuµan, &Ut:J OE xap[aµata laµcftwv 
Ev Tei) Ev l. TivEUµa:r L, 
10 &Ut:J 6E EVEpy~µata liuvaµEwv, &Ht:J [6E] 11po¢ritEla, IXU<:J [oE] 
6taKplaELi; 11vEUµatwv, hE'pt:J yE'vri y).waawv, &U0 oE EpµrivE[a 
y).waawv· 
11 TTUVta CE taUta EVEpyE1 to EV Kat to auto TTVEUµa 6LaLpouv 
, s:' ( , e, A ,~ ~ Luu;< EKIXOtt:J KU wi; pOUAEtUL. 
- 12 Ka8&11Ep yitp to awµa 'Ev EatLV Kat µE''-ri 110Ua EXEL, 11&vta 6E 
i:cl µEA.11 toU oWµator.; TioA.A.0: Ovt"a Ev Eo-cLv oWµa., oULw<; Kal 6 
XpLOtai;· 
13 Kal y&p Ev Evl _11vEUµccr:L l)µEir.; 11&v1E<; EL:; Ev oWµa 
EPam:[o0riµEv, E'ltE 'Ioulia1ot E'ltE "EUrivEi; EhE liou).oL EltE 
EAEU0EpOL, Kal 11cfvtEi; 'l:v TTVEuµa E1TOtto0riµEv. 
14 rnl yitp to awµa OUK EatLV EV µE').oi; &:Ua 110U&. 
15 '' " ' I "O ' J ' I ' ' I ' ,... I EUV ELTTTI 0 11oui;, n OUK ELµL XELp, OUK ELµL EK rnu awµatoi;, 
OU 1Tapit toiito OUK 'Eanv EK toii awµatoi;; 
16 ' 'I " ' 1' !lo ' ' ' '.+.e ~ I ' ' I ' ,... KUL EUV ELTTTI to oui;, n OUK ELµL 0-y UA.µoi;, OUK ELµL EK rnu 
I ' I ,... J " ' ,... I awµatoi;, OU 1Tapa tOUto OUK EOtLV EK tOU awµatoi;· 
17 El OAOV to awµa 6¢8a).µ6i;, TTOU ii &Ko~; El 3).ov UKO~, TTOii ii 
" "' oa-yprio ti;; 
18 vuvl OE 6 8E0r.; 'E8EtO t& µEA11, Ev EKaa1ov aircWv ~ -re{> aWµa.tL 
Ka0wi; i]eEA.riaEV. 
19 El OE ~v ta 11&vta 'Ev µ.').oi;, 1TOU 1:0 awµa; 
20 viiv OE 110).A!X µ(v µE''-ri. 'Ev OE awµa. 
21 ou ouvamL liE 6 6¢ea).µoi; El11E1v tfl XELp[, XpE[av aou ouK 
'.'xw, ~ TTUALV ii KE<jia).ii to1i; TTO<JlV, XpElUV uµwv OUK EXW' 
22 &AA.a 110H<.\J µ&Hov ta OoKOUVta µuri tau awµatoi; 
cio0EvEo-rEpa liTTdpxEt.v &:va.yKa1cf Eot'LV 1 
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23 KIXL & OOKOUµEv iinµ61Epa ELVIXL 't:OU awµawi; 10U10Li; nµTiv 
11EpL0001Epav 11EpL1(8EµEv, KIXL 1a aax~µova fiµwv EUaXT]µOoUVT]V 
11Epwao1Epav EXEL, 
24 1a oE EUaX~µova fiµwv ou XPE [av EXEL. iiUa o 8Eoi; 
OUVEKEplXOEV 10 awµa 1cji Ua1EpouµEvtp 11EpL0001Epav i5oui; nµ~v. 
25 'lva µTi n ax[aµa EV 1cji awµan iiUa 10 IXU10 U11Ep UAA~AWV 
µEpLµVWaLV 1a µEAT]. 
26 Kal E'hE 11aaxEL 'Ev µi:Aoi;, auµ11&axEL 11avm 1a µEAT]' EL1E 
oo~a(HaL [Ev] µi:Aoi;, ouyxalpEL 11avm 1a µEAT]. 
27 'YµE1i; OE E01E awµa Xpwwu KIXL µEAT] EK µ.'poui;. 
28 Kal oUc; µEv E9Eto 6 8E0c; Ev -cf! EKKAriaLQ: TipW-cov &noaTOA.ouc;, 
0Eu1Epov 11po<j>~1ai;, 1p[1ov oLfoaKaAoui;, foEL1a ouvaµELi;, foELw 
xap[aµa1a Laµa1wv, OoVtLA~µlj.rELi;, KUPEPV~ELi;, YEVT] YAWOOWV. 
29 µTi 1TUV1Ei; ii116010AOt µTi 11&v1Ei; 11po<j>f)mL; µTi 11&v1Ei; 
oLMarnADL; µTi 11&vrn; liuvaµELi;; 
30 µTi 1TUV1Ei; xap[aµaw '.'xauaLV Laµa1wv; µTi 1TUV1Ei; YAWaOIXLi; 
AaAoDaw; µTi 11&v1Ei; OLEpµT]vEfoumv; 
31 (1JAOUtE OE 1a xap[aµa1a 1a µEl(ova. Kal '(n KUS' U11EpPoATiv 
6i5ov uµTv OELKVUµL. 
13:1 'Eav m1i; yAwaaaLi; twv iiv8pu\11wv AixAw Kal 1wv iiyy.'Awv, 
iiyamiv OE µTi EXW, y(yova XIXAKOi; Tixwv i\ Kuµpa.l.ov aA.aAfi(ov. 
2 Kal hlv Exw TTpoQJryt:ELav Kal ElOW i:cX µuat~pta 11cfvta Kal Tiiiaav 
tTiv yvwaw KIXL EaV 'i:xw 11ilaav 1Tiv 1TLOtLV WOtE opT] µE8LOtUVIXL, 
J ' s:.' \ " '8' ' 1XYIX11T]V uE µT] EXW, OU EV ELµL. 
3 Krlv tjfwµ(ow rr<fvTa -rft UTicfpxovt& µou Kal EUv napaOW 10 oWµ& 
µou 'lva Kaux~awµaL, aya1111v OE µTi EXW, OOOEV wcjJEAODµaL. 
4 'H iiy&1111 µaKpo8uµE1, XP110tEUE1:aL Ti iiya11T], ou (T]A01, [Ti iiy&1111] 
OtJ 11Ep11EpEUEWL, OD cpUOLOUWL, 
5 ouK iiax11µovE"L, ou (T]tE1 ta Eau1f)i;, ou 11apo~uvEWL, ou 
, I ( \ I 1>.0yL,EWL 10 KIXKOV, 
6 OU xalpEL E1TL 1n UOLKLl)O, auyxalpEt OE t\i 0oAT]8E[l)O' 
7 TIUvTa atEyEt, nd.vtet TILOtEDEt, TH:iv-ca EAnL(EL, n&v-rct lnroµEvEL. 
8 'H iiy&1111 0Uiii:1101E 11l11tEL' EhE oE 11po¢111E"LaL, Ka1apyT]8~ov1aL' 
E'LtE yAwaam, 11afoov1aL· E'ltE yvwaLi;, rn1apyn8~0EWL. 
9 EK µi:poui; yap yLvwaKoµEv rn l EK µ(poui; 11po¢11tEuoµEV' 
10 011XV OE ueu to tEAELOV, 10 EK µEpoui; K1XWpYT]8~0E11XL. 
11 01E i\µ11v V~11Loi;, EAfXAOUV wi; V~11Loi;, Ecpp6vouv wi; V~11Loi;, 
EAOYL(OµT]V wi; V~11Loi;· 01E y(yova av~p, KIX1~pyT]KIX ta toU v1111[ou. 
12 PA.E11aµEv yap &pn iiL' Eaompou Iv aLv[yµan, to1E oE 
11p6aw11ov 11poi; 11p6aw11ov· &pn ywwaKw EK µEpoui;, 16tE oE 
i:TILyvwaoµaL rn8wi; ml E11Eyvwae11v. 
13 vuvl oE µEvEL 11[ani;, l:A11li;, iiya1111, ta 1p[a mum· µE[(wv oE 
I ' J I wutwv 11 aya1111. 
14:1 ~LWKE1E tTiv iiya1111v, (n.l.oii1E oE 1ii 11vEUµanKa, µilUov oE '[va 
11pOcpT]1EU1T]E. 
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2 6 yiip .l.ex.l.wv y.l.waau ouK &vepw110Li; .l.ex.l.Ei &H& SEQ· ouoEli; yiip 
' I f s;:\ 'l 'l ,.. I exKOUEL, 1TVEUµexn uE 11.ex11.EL µuan"jpLex· 
3 6 OE 11po<jl11i:Euwv &vepw110L<; .l.ex.l.Ei olKoooµfiv ml 11expaK.l.11aw 
, e' KexL 11expexµu LexV. 
4 6 .l.ex.l.wv y.l.waau lcexmov olKoooµEl" 6 oE 11po<jl11i:Euwv EKKA.11alixv 
olKo&oµEi. 
5 9E.l.w OE 11&vmi; uµiii; .l.cx.l.Eiv y.l.waoexL<;, µ&Uov OE '(vex 
11po<jJ11i:EUl"J1:E" µEt(wv OE 6 11po<jl11i:Euwv ~ 6 .l.ex.l.wv y:..wooexLi; EKi:oi; 
EL µfi OLEpµ11vED'Q, '[vex Ti EKK.l.110[ex olKo&oµfiv .l.aPu. 
6 Ni.iv OE, &oE.l.<jlo(, Eilv '€.l.Sw 11poi; uµiii; y.l.wooexL<; .l.ex.l.wv, i:[ uµiii; 
W<jiE.l.tjow Eilv µfi uµlv .l.ex.l.~w tj EV U1TOKex.l.uljrEL tj EV yvwaEL tj EV 
11po<jl11i:Eicy: tj [Ev J o L&cxxu; 
7 " I !I 1lr fh I _s:: _s:: f lf I '). I ll e ' " oµwi; w ex't'uxex 'l'WVl"JV uLuovi:ex, EL1:E exu11.oi; EL1:E KL expex, E!XV 
OL!XOWATJV i:o"L<; qiec\yyoLi; µfi ocji, 1TW<; yvwoS~EtexL 1:0 exu.l.ouµEVOV tj 
1:0 KL8expL(OµEVOV; 
8 Kexl yiip Eiiv &011.l.ov o&.l.my~ <jiwvnv ocji, i:[i; 11expexoKEmoEmL Eli; 
110.l.Eµov; 
9 o\hwi; Kext uµEii; OLa i:fJi; y.l.woo11i; Eiiv µfi EUal"JµOv .l.oyov OW1:E, 
11wi; yvwo8tjoE1:exL i:o .l.ex.l.ouµEvov; 'Earn8E yiip Eli; &€pex .l.cx.l.oi.ivi:Ei;. 
10 woexi.ii:ex El n\xoL YEvl"J <jiwvwv Elow EV Kooµ<v Kexl ouoEv 
&<jiwvov· 
11 Eiiv o1iv µn Elow i:nv ouvexµLv i:fJi; <jlwvfJi;, 'EaoµexL i:Q .l.ex.l.oiivn 
pcippexpoi; ml 6 .l.cx.l.wv icv Eµol pcippexpo<;. 
12 outwi; Kexl uµEii;, E1TEL (11.l.ww[ EatE 1TVEUµatwv, 11poc; !TJV 
olKoooµfiv tfJi; EKKAl"JOtexi; (11tEitE Tm 11EpwoEUl"J1:E. 
13 OLo 6 .l.ex.l.wv y.l.woou 11pooEUxfoew '[vex oLEpµ11vEU'Q. 
14 Eiiv [yap] 11po0Euxwµm y.l.woou, to 11vEi.iµa µau 11pooEUXEtexL, 6 
OE voi.ic; µou aKexp116c; E<JtLV. 
15 tt oilv Eanv; 11pooEu~oµexL tQ 11vEuµexn, 11pooEu~oµexL OE Kexl tcji 
vat· ljrex.l.w i:Q 11vEuµexn, ljrex.l.w oE ml. tQ vot 
16 ETIEL Eiiv Eu.l.oyui; [Ev] 11vEuµexn, 6 &vcx11.l.11pwv tov to11ov wii 
loLwtou 1TW<; EpEl 1:0 'Aµtjv ETIL •TI au Euxexpwttq; E1TELOTJ tt .l.EyELc; 
ouK oloEv· 
17 au µEv yiip Kex.l.wi; Euxexpwi:El<; &H' b EtEpoi; ouK olKoooµ{LtexL. 
18 EuxexpL01:W tcji SEQ, 1TUVtWV uµwv µiiHov y.l.wooexLc; :\.ex.l.w· 
19 &Ha Ev EKK.l.11o[q SE.l.w 11EvtE .l.oyoui; tcji voi µou :\.ex.l.fJoexL, '(vex 
ml &uoui; Kex•11xtjow, ~ µup[oui; .l.oyoui; Ev y.l.woou. 
20 'AoE.l.<jioL, µfi TiexLiiLex ytvEOSE i:cx"ii; <jlpEOLV &uii •u K!XKL()'. 
Vl"JTILa(E"tE, i:cx"ii; OE <jlpEOLv tEAELOL y(vE<JSE. 
21 EV tcji voµ<,> y(ypex11i:exL on 'Ev EtEpoy.l.W<J<JOL<; Kexl Ev XELAE<JLV 
E-rEpwv AaA~ow 1Q AaQ ToU1~ Kal. oU6' oUtw~ E'LaaKoUaov-ra( µou, 
AEYEL KUpLO<;. 
22 W<J1:E exl y.l.wooexL Eli; 011µEiov EL<JLV OU to1i; 1TLO!EUoU<JLV &Ha 
i:oli; U1Tt<J1:0L<;, Ti OE 11po<jl11tEtex OU i:oli; a1Tt<J1:0L<; &Hii tali; 
TTLO'tEUouoiv. 
23 'EUv oUv ouvEAeu ~ EKKAriola OA.ri ETil tO o:Ui:O Kal 111fvtE<; 




24 kav OE 11civi:Ec; 11pocjJT]tEuwa w, Ela(A.81J iiE nc; &matoc; 11 la lWtT]<;, 
' 'I f ' ' ! ' I ' \ ! EAEYXEto:l u110 11avtwv, avaKpLVEtaL u110 11avi:wv, 
25 i:a Kpu11ta i:ijc; Kap6lac; autou cjJavEpa ylvEtaL, Kat OU1:W<; 1TEOWV 
E1TL 11poaw11ov 11poaKUV~OEl t0 8E0 1hayy(Uwv on "Ovtwi; 6 SEO<; 
.......... Ev UµLv Ea~LV. 
- 26 Tl m)v Eatw, &oEA.cjJo(; orav auvEPXTl08E, 'EKaatoi; tjfaA.µov 'Exn, 
Olaax~v EXEl, &110KaA.utjfw 'EXH, yA.waaav EXEl, EpµT]vElixv '<'XEl · 
11avra 11poc; oLK06oµ~v ywfoew. 
27 ELtE yA.waau m; A.aA.El, Kata Mo 11 i:o 1TAU01:0V tpEt<; KOOL &va 
µ(poi;, KOOL Eli; olEpµT]vEuhw· 
28 kav oE µ~ u iiLEpµT]VEUt~i;, aLyai:w Ev EKKAT]al~. Eaui:0 oE 
A.aA.dtw KOOL t0 8E<{>. 







30 Eav OE &Utii U1TOKOOAUcjJ8n K008T]µEvtiJ, 6 11pwtoc; a L ycttW. 
31 Mvaa8E yap Kae' 'Eva 11avi:E<; 11pocjJT]1:EUElv, '[va 11avi:E<; 
µavecivwalv KOOL 11avtE<; 11apaKaA.wvtal. 
32 KOOL 11vEuµata 11pocjJT]twv 11pocjJ~taL<; u11otaaaEtaL, 
33 OU yap EotLV aKataataalac; 6 8Eoc; &A.A.a Elp~VT]<;. 'Qi; EV 1Tct000l<; 
rate; EKKAT]OLalc; twv iiy[wv 
34 al yuva1KEc; Ev i:a1c; EKKAT]olaLc; aLyatwaav· ou yap EmtpETIEtal 
aura-le; AOOAELV' &A.A.a U1TOtcwafo8woav' Ka8wc; KaL 6 voµoc; AEyEl. 
35 EL iiE tl µa8Elv eEA.ouaw, Ev o'LKtii tour; lo[oui; &vopac; 
E11Epwtatwoav· aloxpov yap Eonv yuvalKL A.aA.Elv Ev EKKAT]al~. 
36 11 &cjl' uµwv 6 Aciyoc; toll 8EOU E~ijA8Ev, 11 Eli; uµiic; µovouc; 
KOOt~VtT]OEV, 
- 37 E'[ nc; OoKEl 11pocjJ~tT]c; ELVo:l 11 1TVEUµanKoc;, ETil YLVWOKEtW a 
ypcicjlw uµ1v Otl Kup[ou EOtLV EVtoA~' 
- 38 El 6E nc; iiyvoE'l, iiyvoEltal. 
- 39 wotE, &iiEA.cjJo( [µou], (nA.oiltE to 11pocjJT]tEUELV, KaL to A.aA.Elv 
\ '!I '! f µT] KWAUEtE YAWOOOOlt;' 
40 I _>::\ J I \ I I(: I e 11avta uE EUOXT]µovwc; KOOl Kata i:a,w YLVEO w. 
